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The open recuperated and bottomed gas turbine cycles includes 
both simple and recuperated gas turbine systems with and without inter-
cooling and gas turbine topping-organic vapor Rankine bottOming cycles. 
The parametric investigation covers gas turbine inlet temperatures of 
1255 to 1644°K (lSOO to 25000 F) with a base case value of l47SoK (2200°F), 
a modest extension· of present day state of the art. Pressure ratios 
ranging from 6 to 24 to 1 are investigated. These gas turbines have air 
cooled vanes and blades, burn clean fuels from coal and are fully 
assembled-rail shippable modules having power outputs of approximately 
100 MW. 
The generator is driven from the cold end, thereby allowing a 
minimum pressure loss axial arrangement of an exr.aust duct, recuperator 
or waste heat boilers. 
Tension bra~e recuperators with effectiveness values of 0, the 
unrecuperated case, 70, SO' and 90% are considered. A total pressure drop 
ratio of 3% is used. The cycle efficiency increases with turbine inlet 
temperature in all cases. An optimum pressure ratio of about 10 to 1 is 
found for recuperated cycles with higher pressure ratios reSUlting in 
improved efficiency for the simple cycles. Efficiencies of 33.5 and 
37.6% are found for the simple and recuperated ~ystems with a l644°K 
(2500 0 F) turbine inlet temperature. The use of cEramic blades and vanes 
would reduce the needed cooling air and improve the cycle efficiency 
3.5 to 5 points. 
The sulfur dioxide bottoming cycle with a l644°K (2S00°F) air 
cooled gas turbine would have an efficiency of 47.6%. The highly super-
critical sulfur dioxide fluid with turbine inlet conditions of 17.236 MEa 
(2500 psi)/BlloK (lOOO°F) has a nearly straight heating line whieh 
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results in an excellent fit with the gas turbine exhaust gas cooling 
curve giving a cycle with relatively high availability. The sulfur 
dioxide superheats on expa~sion so no turbine moisture problems occur and 
a desuperheating feed heater is required. 
The rasultant sulfur dioxide turbine is much smaller than the 
equivalent steam turbine for the ·same duty. 
The cost of electricity (COE) for the recuperated cycles is 
• 8.19 mills/M3 (29.5 mills/kWh) and 8.75 mills/M3 (31.5 mills/kWh) for the 
simple cycle at a 65% capacity factor. The more capital intensive 802 
bottoming cycle has a COE of 9.14 mills/M3 (32.9 mills/kl?h). The simple 
and recuperated cycles have the lowest COE of any plants at capacity 
factors less than 40% due to their lower capital cost of 170 to 200 $/kW, 
respectivelj,and are, therefore, recommended for peaking and intermediate 
load duty. 
vi 
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5. OPEN RECUPERATED AND BOTTOMED GAS TURBINE CYCLES 
5.1 State of the Art 
5.1.1 Open-Cycle Gas Turbine Engines 
The last t"o decades have seen a remarkablegro"th in the ap-
plication of the industrial gas turbine. During that period, the speci-
fic output of the engines has doubled from about 150 to 300 kHI (kg/s 
airflow) [70 to 140 kl~1 (lb/s airflow) 1, and the thermal efficiency ha~ in-
creased from about 20 
plants are 
to 33%. Today, Culti:,ined gas turbin~ and steam tur-
commercially available with thermal efficiencies of bine power 
about 43%. 
100 HH are 
C<1rrent gas ·turbine engine unit sizes of up to approximately 
available as prepackaged, fully assembled, and rail-shippable 
power plants. The relatively low investment cost connected with instal-
lation of these units has made the open~cyc1e gas turbine the eco""mic 
choice of the electric utilities for meeting their peak-load require-
ments. 
The evolution of the industrial gas turbine to the current 
. 
state of the art has resulted from combining the we11~established 10ng-
life design features 
aircraft jet engines. 
of steam turbines with the ad~anced technology of , 
The latter has contributed advances in such areas 
as the axial flow compressor, combustion system, and high-temperature 
metallurgy. Over the years, the use of gas turbines has covered a diver-
sity of industrial applications including: electric power generation, 
natural gas transmission, compressor drives" oil-field repressurizatioo, 
marine propulsion, pet~ochemical auxiliary power generation, steel mill 
blast fU1:nace blowing, mobile pOl.er generation, mobile process air p1anl: 
drives, and locomotive power plartts. These applications have involved 
the use of ·a wide variety of ftiels~ environments, control systems, and 
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possible configurations has been attained through units installed with 
either one or two shafts, recuperators, evaporative coolers, supercharg-
ers, steam helpers, or as part of a combined cycle or waste heat recovery 
arrangement. 
5.1.1.1 Turbine Inlet Temperature Considerations 
The advancement arId growth of the induscrial gas turbine is pri-
marily the direct result of increased turbine inlet temperature capabi-
lity. Figure 5.1 illustrates the temperature growth history for 
industrial gas turbines over the past ten years. The model W-50l engine 
pictured in Figure 5.2 'generally follows this trend. This advance in the 
state of the art has been made possible by two major technical efforts 
which resulted in materials "ith improved temperature capability and the 
cooling of hot parts with air. 
For long-life duty, uncooled turbines using state-of-the-art 
superalloy blade and vane materials are limited by oxidation and corro-
sion to a turbine inlet temperature of about 1172DK (1650DF). Internal 
cooling of turbine vanes and blades with air has allowed i.nlet tempera" 
tures to a,3vance "hile maximum metal temperatures are maintained within 
allowable limits. Current:industrial designs,'employing combined 
impingement/convection/film-cooling techniques, are capable of operation 
at about l4t8~K (2200DF) in peaking service. 
Although perft>rmance continues to improve with increased tur-
bine inlet temperatures in theconvectionlimpingement/film air-cooled 
simple cycle arrangement, studies 'have indicated that the major benefits 
from higher inlet temperature air~cooled gas turbines accrue to the 
combined-cycle systems: Potent:ial improvements for all types "f cycle 
arrangements would begre,,~ly enhanced if more efficient cooling cC'.lcepts 
could be developed. 
There are several approaches, ,to gas turbine design using im-
provedc90ling systems.. Five such approaches are: high-temperature ma- , 
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air-cooling, steam cooling, and water cooling. These are discussed 
briefly below. 
Uncooled Turbine Components - High Temperature Materials. Any 
reduction in the cooling air required would imp"o',e the cycle efficiency. 
Thus, if everything else remains the same, an uncooled turbine has the 
highest potential cycle efficiency. However, the oxidizing and some-
times highly corrosive atmospheres seen by the turbine element, as well 
as creep consideration, limits the temperatures of the uncooled turbine 
to about 1170°1{ (1650 0 F) using cunent materials. To advance this limit, 
development programs are under way for ceramic and composite blade and 
vane materials aimed at significant improvements in uncooled turbine tem-
perature capability. A significant cycle efficiency improvement over the 
present state of the art would result as uncooled ceramics elements re-
place air-cooled metal blades and vanes. TWo candidate materials, high-
density silicon nitride 'and silicon carbide ceramics, have superior 
strength at high temperatures, as shown by Figure 5.3. Laboratory sta-
tionary rig tests have been successfully run on full-size vanes at gas 
temperatures in exceSS of 1500 0 K (2250°F), and design and test work is 
continuing on designs suitable for temperatures of approximately 1644°1{ 
(2500°F). Composite materials also have great potential for extending 
the limitation of turbine temperatures. Their superior strength will be 
useful for last-stage turbine blade applications where extremely high 
stresses occur, and t~e required airfoil shape make this blade difficult 
to cool. The added strength of composite materials permit higher las t-
row blade temperatures and enable the designer to maintain an efficient 
blade design. 
Transpiration Cooling. The heat transfer coefficients on the 
flow surfaces of transpiration cooled turbine blades and vanes are very 
high. Ideal transpiration cooling is characterized by the coolant trans-
piring through the bl~de surfaces, issuing from that surface at close to 
the blade surface temperature, and thus requiring the minimum amount of 
coolant flOl.<1. Transpiration cooling, thEarefore, has the minimum cooling 
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the coolant with the main flOl' path fluid which results in a mixing pres-
sure loss and a decrease in mixed-out main path fluid temperature.) 
Advanced Convection/Impiugement/Film Cooling. Advances in tur-
bine inlet temperature to as high as 1589 to l644°K (2400 to 2500°F) for 
industrial engines is considered pos.ible by means of utilizing advanced 
cooling system designs based on combined convection/impingement/film 
techniques. Although this approach does not have the same grOl<th poten-
tial as transpiration cooling, it is considered to be an important step 
in the progression of the state of the art. 
Steam Cooling. Steam cooling offers advantages; over air cool-
ing beca~se of the possibility of elevated coolant pressure, a clean 
inert coolant, superior heat transfer characteristics, and reduced pres-
sure mixing losses since less fluid is required. The superior heat trans-
fer characteristics provide means of absorbing more heat and permit high 
gas temperatures with fixed outside metal surface tempergture~. Thus, 
steam cooling may increase permissible gas temperatures by as much as 
222°K (400°F) above those arising from air cooling without changing cool-
ant channel geometry. 
Water Cooling. The use of water as a gas turbine blade and 
vane coolant has been and is currently the subject of considerable tech-
nology development. Hater has excellent cooling characteristics, and as 
such it, has cooling potential with gas-path temperatures well into the 
1644 to 1922°K (2500 to 3000°F) range. 
5.1.1.2 Combustion Considerations' 
In contrast to the advances in gas turbin~ engine size and per-
formance, the state of the art of gas turbine combusti0n systems has not 
experienced a significant comparable change. The basic design technology 
employed today is not very different than that used 20 years ago. lath 
the environmental difficulties already seen with increasing turbine 
firing temperature, however, a fundamental change in the way fuels are 
burned 
Figure 
in gas turbines 
5.4,which shows 
will be required. This is illustrated in 
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emission levels with current dry combustion systems and with water injec-
tion. Superposed on this is the proposed EPA NO
x 
rule for utility gas 
turbines burning liquid fuels. Clearly. present dry combustors will not 
be satisfactory--and the NO problem gro"s rapidly worse as higher tem-
x 
peratures are achieved. Water injection is expedient to meet the current 
situation but has its own environmental drawbacks and is of limited ef-
fectiveness in controlling NO when the fuel has a relatively high nitro-
x 
gen content, as do liquid fuels derived from coal, and with coal gases 
containing ammonia. For the .long range, several advanced combustor 
design approaches will have to be developed to suit the turbine t~mpera­
tures and fuels of the future. Concepts considered to hold th2 greatest 
promise incl'llrle: 
• Staged combustion 
• Fuel/air premixing 
• Catalytic combustion. 
The advanced state-of-the-art gas turbines will include an ad-
vanced combustor concept in order to achieve high performance goals in an 
environmentally acceptable m~nner.* 
5.1.2 Gas Turbine Recuperators 
There are several approaches to gas turbine recuperator design, 
ranging f:-om automotive moving-surface ro_tating regenerators to land-
based gas turbine fixed-surface recuperators. Consideration here is 
limited to the latter. T<;o types of fixed-surface recuperator have found 
application in power generation gas turbine systems: plate-fin recupera-
tors and shell-and-tube recuperators. 
As shown in Figure 5.5, the plat1a-fin recuperator utilizes a 
basic counterflow arrangement to transfer heat from exhaust gases to com-
pressor discharge air. The sectional view at the botto~ left side of the 
figur.e shows the c.onyentional design approach commonly referred to as the 
strong-back design. Extended surface is utilized on the gas side only. 
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and multiple layers of the air- and gas-side combinations are sandwiched 
together in compression by rigid strong-back end pieces. 
The section at the bottom right of the figure illustrates an 
alternative plate-fin design approach known as the tension-braze recu-
perator. The principal difference between this and the strong-back ap-
proach is that extended surface is utilized on both air and ge, sides. 
This has resulted in a lighter and more compact design. The distin-
guishing characteristic leading to the name tension braze is that instead 
,of reSisting the pressure loading betl,een air and gas sides by massive 
strong-back end pieces, individual air-side channels are held together by 
high-temperature nickel alloy braze, loaded in tension between air-side 
extended surface and the adjacent channel walls. 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the alternative shell-and-tube recupera-
tor design approach. This design is characterized by relatively massive 
size and 'H'eight and higher cost. As shown in the figure, compressor dis-
charge air is heated as it passes downward through ver~ical tubes while 
combustion gases sweep the exterior tube surfaces. The multiple tubes 
are supported at their relatively C90l top ends and because of thermal 
growth,are left to e~and freely downward. The entire structure is sup-
ported by the central vertical pipe which directs the cooler compressor 
discharge air to.the top of the unit. 
Current design plate-fin and shell-and-tube recuperators are 
commonly constructed of relatively low-cost carbon steels. These designs 
are generally limited to turbine exhaust temperatures of about ·BllcK 
(lOOQcF). Advanced designs assumed herein utilize higher alloy ma~erials 
(400 series SS). 
5.1.3 Organic Bottoming Cycles 
The electric power industr.y has utilized the exhaus t heat of a 
gas turbine cycle 
Rankine bottoming 
to g~nerat~ vapor 
cycle in the form 
and tD heat the feed liquid of a 
of the combined 
This is covered separately in detail in Section 6. 
gas and steam cy cle. 
The use of working 
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extensively but has never been implemented in a commercial power plant 
application. In general, these studies have shown that the advantages 
associated with even the most promising and best suited fluids are not 
great enough to warrant developing the organic fluid power plant. 
The requirements of fluids that' should be considered for power 
cycle application have long been recognized because of the suiLability of 
their chemical and physical properties. They are the types of fluid 
generally utilized in the refrigeration industry where water is usually 
an inappropriate working fluid.fhe rather mature state of the art of 
that industry suggests that the risk of developing an organic fluid cycle 
for power production may not be as great as generally considered in the 
past. The payoff will depend on achieving improvements in cycle perfor-
mance that would result from overcoming some of the disadvantages of 
using steam. 
The relatively large specific volume of steam at the heat rejec-
tion temperature makes it uneconomical to fully utilize lower sink tem-
pe~atures even when available. 
At the high-temperature end of the gas turbine bottoming cycle, 
, ' 
the ~oiling character,istic of the most commonly used subcritical water 
cycles requires a relatively large heat input at constant temperature. 
This represents a relatively poor thermodynamic fit for effective utili-
zation of heat from the faliing temperature h7at input line of the gas 
turbine exhaust. 
Although the state of the art of the organic fluid botto~~ng 
cycle is not -well developed, a firm analytical data base does exist. In-
formation is available related to the fluid properties, stability, corro-
siveness, toxicity, and general thermodynamic suitability of many 
candidate working fluids. Investigation continues into the results of 
implementing a better th~rmodynrunic fit for,a gas turbine bottoming cycle 
than is currently available with water. [This subject is discussed 
further in Section 7.2 where the criteria for selecting a bottoming cycle 




















5.2 Description of Parametric Points to Be Investigated 
The recuperated open-cycle gas turbine cycles studied were 
classified into two gerieral categories: rec;uperated open cycles and COm-
bined recuperated open cycles with an organic fluid bnkine bottoming 
cycle. 
The parametric points ~overed by the btudy are summarized on 
Table 5.1, which shows the range of parameters studied and the general 
grouping of parametric variation investigated. Of the 97 cases incluueri, 
94 are simple or recuperated gas turbine cycles. The remaining three 
cases examine comb~ned cycles using three different working fluids: re-
'frig:erant R-12; methylamine, and sulfur dioxide (502). All the cases in-
vestigated are enumera-ted in Section 5.4 (Table 5.,2), where the study 
results a~a presented. 
The recuperated cycle, typical of 
gas turbine systems, 'tolas .. cho'sen -as the base 
s tate-.of-the-art air-cooled 
/ 
case for this study. The 
performance parameters ~ssumed for this case are, (See Section 5.3 ·for 
an ~xplanation of terms and. fu~ther assumptions~) 
The fuel for this case is assumed to be a distillate oil derived 
. . .. '. , 
from coal. The general cycle configuration repres~nted by the base case 
and the bulk of the pOints calculated are shown on Figure 5.7. The major 
components contained in the SYSte-lll are the gas turbine engine and recu-
perator. As shown in Table 5.1~ the paramf!tric variation around t.he base 
case involved two major ~roupiogs: recupe~~tor parameter variation and 
gas turbine engine parclffit=ter variation. First, the effe':'t of varying the 
recupeTator effectiveness was investigated. Values of 0, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 
were selected, and the cycle performance was calculated at a fixed turbine 



















TABLE 51- RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE PARAMETRIC P01NTS !~' ... ~. ,,- ;:J.. .. J 
Organic 
Organic 
Organic Boiler Boiler 
Turb. 
, Compo Gas Recuperator BoHoming Fluid Pinch Boiler Gas, Inlet Press. , Turbine Re<:uperator Pressure Inter- Reheat Fuel Cycle Turbine Point Exit Side· Temp, Cooling Etrectiveness Loss, cooling Organic Inlet Temp. Temp. PreSs. ., Ratio AP/p See Fluid Temp. Difr. Diff. DroP, See Note B Note D OF aT. OF AT.,oF ap/p 
2200 10 1 0.80 0.030 No No ' Disl from None -Coal - - -
" 0.70, 0.80. 0.90 
8.10,12 O. 020, 0.030 16,20 0.040 , 
-
1800,2000 8, 10,12 
2200, ,2500 16,20,24 .. 
1Il00, 2000 8,10,12 0 0 
2200, 2500 16,20,24 ,. 
2200 8,10,12 2 
2500 16,20,24 3 , 
12.16,20 Yes 
Yes 
, Hi-Btu Gas 
2000' , 8 R12 , 400 Super- , 100 ' 0.05 Critical 
2000 8 . Methyl- 600 Super- 100 0.05 amine Critical 
2500 16 0' 0 S02 1000 Super- 100 0.05 Critical 
A. All blank spaces have same value as base case unless othelWlse noted 
B. Gas turbine blade cooling configurations 
1. Turbine vanes and blades air cooled 
2. Turbine vanes ceramic, blades air cooled 
3. Turbine vanes ceramic, blades ceramic 
C. For18OO"F turbine Inlet temperature compressor pressure ratiowill be Varied as follows 6,8, ,10, 12, 16 instead of the values s\llmnin the table 
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Fig. 5.8 -Schematic diagram of intercooled 























B, 10, 12, 16, and 20. Effectiveness values ofO.BO to 0.B2 are common 
in current commercial practice. Variation of recuperator pressure drop 
was also examined, With effectiveness set at 0.8 and at l477°K (2200°F) 
turbine inlet temperature, the recuperator pressure drop ratio, AP/P, was 
assigned values of 0.02, 0.03; and 0.04. The compressor pressure ratio 
was varied from B to 20 for this group of parametric points in the same 
,step as during the effectiveness investigation. 
The gas turbine engine parametric study involved investigation 
of system performance and cost over a range of turbine inlet temperatures 
from 1255 to l644°K (lBOO to 2500°F) and compressor pressure ratios from 
6 to 24. For the air-cooled cases, both recuperated and nonrecuperated 
cycles were include~. The latter is the so-called simple cycle and para-
metrically represents the case of recuperator effectiveness and pressure 
drop set to zero. Also, incluaed in the higher temperature recuperated 
cases are two variations in gas turbine cooling ~chemes. In one case a. 
design is assumed that combi,es ceramic (uncooled) stator vanes and air-
,.. .... ,..1.ed rotor blades; the second case aSSumes uncooled ceramXc vanes and 
blades. The use of ceramics is accomplished parametr,ically by a pro-
grammed reduction in compressor bleed air used for cooling the turbine 
section (see Section 5.3). 
A set of points was included to investigate gas turbine engine 
compressor intercoo1ing. Figure 5.8 is a schematic illustrating the 
general cycle arrangement for this case. It assumes a single stage of 
intercoo1ing and a similar pressure ratio for both the high-,and 10w-
pressure cO~lpressor sections.. The ;f.ntercooler was assumed to be fed 
with water from a cooling tower. The intercooler parameters selected for 
the study were an intercooler approach (TA· 0 t - T" t· ·1) of 16.7°K - ~r, u wa er, n 
(30°F) and a "at,ir range (TI , t ·0 t - TI , t' I) of i2.8°K (23°F). ya er, u ya er, n . 
The intercooled cases covered a pressure ratio range of 8 to 24, 
"ith all other system parameters set at the base case values. 
One fuel variation "as considered. In this case a high-Btu gas 





































































Turbine Cooling Air 
Fig. 5. 9-Schematic diagram of recuperated open-cycle gas turbine 
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'Since the attraction of simple and recuperated open-cycle systems has 
historically been their relatively low investment cost (and, therefore, 
their economy in peaking and intermediate duty application), a capital-
intensive integrated coal gasific •• tion low-Btu gas fuel system was not 
selected for inclusion in this portion of the study. 
The three working fluids chosen for the bottoming cycles were 
selected prdmarily on the basis of their stability at the relatively high 
temperature associated with the gas turbine exhaust and their relatively 
high density at low temperature and pressure as would be reflected in the 
size of the bottom-cycle turbine exhaust area requirement. These selec-
tion criteria are discussed in more detail in Section 7.2. The cycle 
arrangement used for both the R-12 and methylamine bottoming cycles is 
shown schematically in Figure 5.9. The topping cycle (recuperated gas 
turbine cycle) parameters used for these caseS were selected from among 
the values used in the overall parametric study to provide the best fit 
between the heat source (turbine exhaust) temperature ahd the bottom-cycle 
fluid heat absorption char~cteristic. This resulted in the selection of 
a turbine inlet temperature of 1366°K (2000°F) and pressure ratio of 8 to 
1. The bottoming cycles were designed for 5upercritical operation; that 
is, above the constant temperature boiling regime to fit better the gas 
turbine exhaust gas cooling line. 
The cycle arrangement for the ~ulfur dioxide bottomed system 1s 
shown schematically in Figure 5.10. In this case the bottoming cycle is 
fitted beneath a simple gao turbine cycle and incorporates some added 
complexity as additional measures to optimize the match between the heat 
source and absorption temperature lines. The gas turbine parameters 
selected for this case [1644°K (2500°F) and 16 to 1] also reflect the 
attempt to optimize the fit with the sulfur dioxide bottoming cycle. 
(The importance of matching the topping and bottoming cycles is fully 
































Turbin~ Cooling Air 
Vapor 
Generator 
Gas Turbine Generator 
Fig. 5. IO-Schematic diagram of open-cycle gas turbine 
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5 .3 Approach 
With the exception of the organic fluid portions of the bot-
tomed cycles, all performance evaluations for the gas turbine cycle para-
metric studies were mad~ using the Westinghouse proprietary computer 
program OPTCYC. This program is a performance optimization tool for pre-
liminary desigu. It is capable of handling simple or combined (gas and 
steam), and recuperated and intercooled cycles with a nonreheat or reheat 
steam cycle burning various types of fuels. It uses gas and steam prop-
erties based on U. S. National Bureau of Standards, Series III, data and 
the Keenan and Keyes steam tables. It also accounts for all losses en-
countered in power plants, such as cooling, pumping, and pressure drop, 
etc. No allowance has been made for the station-building powe" req"ire-
ments. 
The base case cycle calculation model and assumed specifica-
tions are shown in Figure 5.11. For a given airflow, ambient condition, 
component efficiencies, effectiveness, and losses; together with fue' 
properties, gas turbine inlet temperature, and compressor preasure ratio; 
and the steam cycle condition (in the combined plant case), the OPTCYC 
program computes the thermodynamic conditions (temperature, pressure, 
enthalpy, and flows) at ea~h state point across the components. Compres-
sor performance is determined by using an efficiency calculation as a 
function of pressure ratio based on a proprietary, empirical formula de-
rived from various compressors built and tested. When an intercooler is 
present, the given pressure ratio is reached by assuming equal crmpres-
sion ratios for the high- and low-pressure compressors. The quantity of 
fuel required to attain a specified gao turoil'.. inlet temperature is com-
puted iteratively. A double iteration is performed for a recuperated 
cycle. 
Requirements for gas turbine cooling were deduced from heat 
transfer and flow nebvork analyses of various high-temperature machines 
desig<led to da .. e. These analyses were based on the use of state-of-the-









































Component or location 
Ambient Air 
Inlet Duct Pressure Drop 
Compressor Adiabatic' Efficiency 
Cold Pipe, Hot Pipe, and 
Burner Pressure Drop 
Recuperator Pressure Drop 
Fuel Dist From Coal 
Exhaust 
Duct 










Function of Pressure Ratio 
~l!.plp 
l!.plp Air Side 








Fig. 5.II-Calculation model and specifications for Base Case recuperated 
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usage curves used in the calculations are shown in Figure 5.12 where, for 
simplicity, the cooling flat< is assumed to be a function of turbine inlet 
temperature only. For a given inlet temperature, coolant is extracted 
from the compressor discharge according to the cooling scheme considered. 
It is returned to the turbine as required for each stage. In the tur-
bine, expansion takes place with mixed gas properties at a given effici-
ency. Using the thermodynamic data acquired, the program then calculates 
the gas turbine and compressor power. Total net output of the plant is 
obtained after the mechanical and generator losses,as well as auxiliary 
power required,are deducted from the gross power. The auxiliary power, 
as ~~p11cable to the cycle analyzed, includes such items as baile, feed 
pump, circulating pump, cooling tower fan pot<er, lubrication oil,and fuel 
pump, etc. Finally, combined plant efficiency is calculated on the basis 
of the high heating value of the fuel. Net plant specific power is com-
puted per pound of airflow at co~pressor inlet. 
In the cycle computations made with the OPTCYC program, system 
components are defined by performance parameters that are defined in con-
formance with accepted convention. For clarity, t~ese definitions and, 
where applicable, assumed values, are presented below: 
• Turbine inlet temperature is the gas te'.nperature 
immediately upstream of the first-row stationary 
vane. 
• Turbine efficiency.is calculated on the basis of 
polytropic stage efficiency = 0.90. 
• Compressor pressure ratio is the ratio of total pres-
s~res at the compressor outlet flange to those at the 
compressor inlet flange. 
• Compressor efficiency is an empirical function of 
pressure ratio derived from teslts. 
= isentropic enthalpy rise for given pressure ratio 
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• Recuperator effectivenes's; 
• 
• 
E = R 
T - T ~ombustor Inlet Compressor Discharge 
~ - T 
'Turbine Outlet Compressor Discha1.'gs 
Recuperator PleSSUrE': drop ratio': 
APT Cold Side + APT Hot Side 
PT Cold Side, In PT Hot Side, In 
AP 
where, typically, for p = 0.030. 
That is, 
APT Cold Side 
PT Cold Side, In 
APT Hot Side 







J = 1.5 [pPTJ 
T Cold Hot 
Intercooler approach (T Air, Out 
assumed to be l6.7°K (30°F). 
Intercooler range (TW tOt - T ) is a er, u· Water, In 
assumed to be l2.8°K (23°F). 
5.4 Results of Parametric Study 
This section presents the results of the parametric analY8is of 
power system performance. For convenience in referring to the calculation 
5-25 
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TABLE 5. 2 -RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE INVESTIGATION 
Parametric Point 1 1 2 1 3 
POYIer outout MWe 
f-.Fuel 
Distillate v X 1 X 
Hioh - Btu Gas I I 
r,,, Tllrilln. 
InletTemp. of 2200 1800 1 1800 
Pressure Ratio 10 6 I· 8 
Coolino (1) Ca) _ -.® .. L (a) 
ReCUDerator 
Effectiveness 08 0.0 00 
[; PIP om 00 0.0 
Intercooler"Effediveness 0.0 00 00 
Reheal 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BoUominQ System. 
Auid 
J-- R-12 Melhvlamine .! 
so? 
Turbine Inlet Temn. of 
Bottoming Va~or Generator 
Pinch Point [; T Of 
",iltd OF 
t---Gas SWe [; PI P 
Specific Power kw/lb/s 13L6 95.8 100.5 
.cD Gas Turbine Blade Cooling Configurations 
@ Turbine Vanes & Blades Air Cooled 
@ Vanes Ceramic, Blades Air Cooled 
© Vanes Ceramic, Blades Ceramic 
@ 'Ianes Ceramic, 81ades Walercooled 
1 4' I 5 










1 6 1 7 1 8 . I 9 I 10 ·1 111 12-1 
I I I I I I I 
1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X X X X 
I . I I I 
1800 1800 1800 2000 2000 2000 ,nnn 
16 20 24 8 10 12 1 16 (a a (a @) ® @) .~. 
0.0 0.0 0.0 o.D.!.~;j I il.~ I 0..0 
0.0 0.·9 0.0 Q.r . u.u 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.a 0.0 0.0 




93.1 85.0 '-f..-15. ~ 116.8 !l9.3 119.1 114.5 
• 
Sheet 1of 6 
13 14 115 -I 16 I 17 
I I I 
X I y I X I X X 
I I I 
2000 2000 2200 2200 2200 
20 24 8 10 12 
,m (a a (a) a 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'. 
107.2 98.3 132.4 136.4 137.3 
'. , 
results, the parametric variations inv(!stigat(,d and summarized earlier 
in Table 5.1 have been llumbered and presented ;tn an expanded form in 
Table 5.2. Faint 1 represents the base case, an air-cooled gas turbine 
with an inlet temperature of l478°K (22UOO;), a pressure ratio of 10 to 
1, a recuperator effectiveness, ER, of 0.8, and a i:'ecuperator prp.Bsure 
drop, AP/p, of 0.03, "hich burned distilla'.e fuel. Faints 2 through 21\ 
have been assigned to the simple-cycle gas turbine parametric eva2'~ua­
tions, covering turbine inlet temperatures .of 1255 to 1644 oK (1800 to 
2500°F) and pressure ratios of from 6 to 1 to 24 to 1. Points 27 through 
44 cover the same range of Ras turbine engine parameters for recuperated 
cycles with a recuperator effectiveness, £R' of 0.80 and a pressure drop 
ratio, AP/p,of 0.03. Points 45 through 64 provide for recuperator para-
metric variation covering <R of 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 and AP/F of 0.02, 
0.03, and 0.04. Points 65 through 70 examine the intercooled recuperated 
cycle, using ~he base cycle, with ,pressure ratio variation from"S to 1 to 
24 to 1. Points 71 through 92 repeat a portion of the high-temperature 
recuperated cases, except that turbine cooling air requirements are 
varied by assuming a substitution of ceramics for air-cooled components. 
Point 93 was assigned to a turbine reheat case. (This point was later 
omitted and "as not calculated.) Point 94 is the base case variation 
burning high-Btu gas. Points 95, 96, and 97 cover the R-12, methylamine, 
and sulfur dioxide bottoming cycle cases, respectively. 
In addition to the parametric description of each case point, 
Table 5.2 lists the corresponding results of specific power calculations. 
Selected case ,results and the results of the parametric investigation are 
discussed below. 
5.4.1 Selected Case Results 
Figure 5.13 presents a summary of calculated performance data 
for the base case recuperated open-cycle case. The. calculation proc,edure 
and assumptions related to operating conditions and component parameters 
are discussed in Section.5.3. With the exception of long-time commercial 
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TABLE 5.2- RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE INVESTIGATION ICONl'DJ • 
, 
Sheet 2016 
Parametric Point 18 19 20 211,22123 24 ~ I~IV 1~I~J~ln IDI~ I~ 
P,,,,er output MWe I I I I I . I ·1 
Fuel 
Distillate xl x I X I X I X I X I x I X I X I X I X I X I . X I X I X I XI X 
Hioli~ Btu Gas I I 
Gas Turi;ine 
Inlet Teml! •• of 2200 2200 
Pressure Ratio 16 20 
----n=(;Q0linn 1 (ill tal 
Recuperator 
EffecUveness 0,0 0.0 
!!.P/P 0,0 0.0 
Intercooler Effectiveness 0,0 0,0 






Turbine Inlet Temp. OF 
Bottomino Vapor Generator 
Pinch Point!!. T OF 
Exif!!. T OF 
Gas Side, !!. PI P 
Soecific Plilver, kW/lb/s 13.46 128.3 
Note: CD Gas Turbine 81ade Cooling Configurations 
® Turbine Vanes & Blades Air Coolell 
® Vanes Ceramic, Blades Air Coolell 
© Vanes Ceramic, Blades Ceramic 










~...-------, ... -. "'" .. ~ . '. ,~.~ .' ' .. 
,t·· " .' 
I I I I 
2500 2500 2500 
10 12 16 
tal tal ra 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
00 0.0 00 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
'I60:6 163.2 162. 9 
I L I .1 .1 I 
2500 2500 1800 1800 1800 1800 2000 2000 2000 2000 
20 24 6 8 10 12 8 10 12 16 
ra tal tal tal li) a tal tal a tal 
0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0,8 . 0, 8 0.,8 08 0.8 0.8 
00 o 0 0.3 03 03 0.3 0.3 03 03 03 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0." 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I I 
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TABLE 5. 2,- RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBiNE INVESTIGATION (CONT'D.1 
PaiafflC!lric Point 35 I 36 37 I 38 NI~ IGlale 1M Ie I. 1m 
Power Ouloul MWe I I 
Fuel 
:=;I~ Dislilla!e X I X X I X 
~-BtuGas I 
Gas Imtlinp. 
1nlelTemo. DF 2too 2200 2too 
Pressure Ratio 8 12 16 
~nnUno Q) . JaJ (aJ (aJ 
Recuoera!or 
Effectiveness 0.8 0.8 0.8 
I.J.P/P 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Intercooler Effectiveness 0.0 0.0 0.0 






Turbine InleITemo. DF 
60tt"li1in~ Vapor Generator 
Pinch Point \T of 
Exitl.J.T of I- Gas Side I.J.P/P 
Soecific Power kw/lb/s 127.2 133.0 131.2 
Note: CD Gas Turbine Blade Cooling Configurations 
® Turbine Vanes & Blades Air Cooled 
@ Vanes Ceramic, Blades Air Cooled 
© Vanes Ceramic, Blades Ceramic . 



















I I I I I I 
I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X 
2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2too 2200 aOO 
10 12 16 20 24 8 10 12 
,aJ CaJ (aJ (aJ raj <aJ cal ca) 
0.8 0.8 0.8 
. 
0.8.' 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.0' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C 
--
. 
- ---- I 
-. 
154.7 157.9 158.5 155.0 149.3 127;5 1319 133.2 
. _____ ~ ___ ::..:... .. _j L_ 
Du~. 256(489 
Sheet 3 of 6 
48 I 49 I 50 I 51 
I I I 
I X IX I X I X 
2200 2200 2200 2200 
16 20 8 10 
~a 'aJ Ca , (aJ 
0.7 1.7 0.9 0.9 
0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 
00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE5.2- RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE INVESTIGATION ICONT'D ! 
Sheel 4016 
£fk 52153154 55 I % " _~_1591~0Ib1l62163164 1~IMI~168 I I I I I 
Fuel 
XI XIX IX I XI X I xix I xl X I x 
Hioh-ffiu Gas I I 
nO. Tllrhino 
Inlet Temo.O[ 2: !OO 2200 2200 
! Ratib .2 16 2D 
Cr.nlino (I) Cii) Cii) Cii) 
Jl. 9 OS 
API 0.03 0.03 
0.0 0.0 





lurbine Inlet TemD. OF 
I VaDDr 
"" I Point AT. OF 
I AT OF 
,as Sid •. A PI P 
50ec fie Power. kW/lb/s 132.9 13Ll 125.8 
NIlIe: 
CD Gas Turbine Blade ';ooling Conligurilllons ® Turbine Va',es & Blades Air Cooled 
@ Vanes Cmlmlc, Blades Air Cooled 
© Vanes Ceramic, 81ades Ceramic 
@ Vanes Ceramic, Blades Watercooled 
I I I I I I 
2200 2200 2: 2200 2200 2 00 2200 )() 
8 10 16 20 10 
(a) (a) (a) (a) i) (a) 
¥o JI.8_ .0. 8 0.8 Lll.Qt JI.02 ' 11,04 0.0 0.0 0.0 
_D.O. .0.0 0.0 0.0 
128. 132. 132.1. .126.6 126. 130.7 132. 
I I I 
X X I X X I X I X 
I I I I I L 
2: 221 2200 2200 2200 
2 8 12 16 
li Ca) (a) Ca; 
,8 0.8 0.8 _0.8 _0 
1.0; . o.~ JJ.g; _0 • 
. 8~ 10.862 0.87 o .
0.0 0.0 O. 0.0 
130.4 125.0 139.4 148.2 154.? Ifil.R 
! 








I TABLE 5. 2-RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE INVESTIGATION ICONl'D.! 







'" I ~ 
Power.Oulpul MWe 1 1 J 1 
Fuel 
Dlstillata X I X I X I X I HIQh.-Btu Gas 
P. •• Tn"'in. 
Inlet Temp. of 
.2200 2200 22001 2200 
Pressure Ratib 20 24 8 10 
Cnnlin" 1 Cal (al ;j) I a 
Reeuperatar 
Effectiveness 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
.. l!.PIP 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
-lintereooler Effectiveness 0.901 0.908 0.0 0.0 






Turbine InlelTemo. of. 
Bollominn Vaoor Generator 
, Pinch Point l!. T ° F 
--
--. Exill!.T OF 
Gas Side, l!. Pl~ 
Soeeifie Power kW/lbls 1657 167.9 138.9 144.1' 
Note: CD Gas Turbine Blade CoolIll!J Configurations 
® Turbine Vanes & Blades Air Cooled 
@Vanes teramie, Blades Air Cooled 
© Vanes Ceramic, Blades Ceramic 
® Vanes Ceramic, Blades Walereooled 
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Sheet 5 of 6 
76177 178 179 18D 181182183184 185 
I I I I I I 1 I I 
X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X Ix 
2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2200 2200 2200 2200 
8 10 12 16 20 24 8 10 12 16 
a :a) aJ a (al a al a a [aJ 
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0.03 0.03 0.03 1. Q03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
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TABLE 5.2- RECUPERATED OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE INVESTIGATION 
Sheet6 of 6 
. 
~metric Point 86187188189190 19119219,10' 195196197 I I I I I 
Pem" Quloul MWe I I I I I I 
Fuel 
I- Distillale X Ix IX IXIXIX Ix Ix I I X I X I X I I I I I HiGh-dtu Gas I I I X I I I I I 
r..< T, d,ine 
Inl!il Temg. of _t-lrA 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2200 2200 2000 2000 2500 ·1 
Pressure Ratio . 2D 8 10 12 16 20 24 10 10 8 8 16 I 
r.nnliog Q) 
Recu"ralor 




Mellivlamine . X 
501 X 
!--rurbine Inlet Temp. OF - 400 i 600 1000 
-- -Bptlomin!l'Li!Jlpr Generator 
Pinch Point il. T OF • 
Exitil.T.oF _ + .. 100 
- .. ,--
Gas Side, il.P/P 
~uecific Pawer, kWllb/s I 152.1 178.8 187.6' 192.6' 
0..05 
'196.6 195.5 191.7 135.7 







<D Gas Turbine Blade COOling Configurations 
@ Turbine Vanes & Blades Air Cooled 
@ Vanes Ceramic, Blades Air Cooled 
© Vanes Ceramic, Blades Ceramic 
® Vanes Ceramic, Blades Watercooled 
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Compressor l==::::j Turbine 
Generator '-_--, 
Turbine Cooling Air 
BASELINE CASE CYCLE DATA SUMMARY IPolnt 11 
~ Pressure l Qsia TemQerature, of Flow, Ibis 
I 14, 7 59 750 
2 147,0 600 642 
, 
, 991 642 
4 144,0 2200 654 
5 15,0 1102 763 
6 14,7 m 763 
7 600 108 
Fuel: distillate from coal 118,700 Btu/lb HHV) ; Flow = 13 25 Ibis 
Cycle Efficiency: 37, B% 
Specific Power: 131,6 kW/llb/s) 









i ___ -;+-+;sllencer 
Recuperalor 
Air CD Inlet 
Burner 
LPC HPC Turbine 
Generator 
® Turbine Cooling Air 
CYCLE DATA SUMMARY IPolnt 691 
.' i' 
Station Pressure, ~sla Tem~erature, of Flow, Ibis 
1 14.7 59 750 
2 147.0 367 750 
3 96 750 
4 294.0 425 642 
5 777 642 
6 283,0 2200 657 
7 IS. 0 865 765 
8 14.7 581 765 
9 425 108 
10 66 
II 89 
Fuel: distillate from coal 118,700 Btu/lb HHV); FIOI'I = IS. 4 Ibis 
Cycle Efficiency = 4L 0% 
Specific Power = 165.7 kWlllb/s) 
















is typical of state-of-the-art systems currently available on the commer-
cial market. 
Figure 5.14 provides sample results of the. recuperatedl 
intercooled opell-cycle cases. The results are shown for Point 69 with a 
turbine :!.nlet temferature of l478°K (2200°F) and a combined LP and HP 
compressor pressure ratio of 20 to 1, which, as shown later, represents 
the most economical case of this type investigated. It should be noted 
that the same amount of turbine cooling airflow was used for this case as 
for the base case. This is because of the simplifying assumption that 
the cooling air requirement is a function of turbine inlet temperature 
only. In reality, however, the lower temperature cooling air available 
in an intercooled system (at a given pressure ratio) would result in a 
lower cooling flow requirement. This would be reflected in even greater 
cycle performance improvemonts with intercooling than those shown here. 
Figure 5.15 shows the cycle data for the bottoming cycles cases 
with the R-12 and methylamine working fluids (Points 95 and 96, respec-
tively). The gas turbine topping cycle parameters selected for these 
cases were those of Point 31, that is, 1366°K (2000 0 F) and 8 to 1. The 
cycle efficiency for that case was 36.7'%., so that the effect of adding 
the bottoming cycles is a 16.6 and 20.7% improvement in efficiency with 
the R-12 and methylamine cycles, respectively. The bottoming cycle tur-
bine inlet parameters used for both cases were set at 589°K (600°F) and 
17.23 MPa (2500 psi) abB. 
The results for the sulfur dioxide bottoming cycle, Point 97, 
are summarized on Figure 5.16. Fer this case th~ gas turbine cycle para-
meters selected are l644°K (2500°F) and 16 to 1. Note that the results 
for this case are for compressor airflow rates of 442 kgls (975 lb/s) 
compared to 340 kg/s (750 IbIs) for all other cases. A1s~, the sulfur 
dioxide bottoming cycle was fitted beneath a simple gas turbine topping 
cycle, rather 
methylamine. 
which a cycle 
than a recuperated cycle as in the cases of R-12 and 
Point 24 represents the corresponding simple-cycle case for 














Compressor ~=~ Turbine 
{lenerator 
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Tumine Cooling Air 
CYCLE DATA SUMMARY (Point 95 and 96) 
station p. psia T. of !!.Jltu/lb 
Gas Turb)ne 
1 14.7 59 
2 mO 529 
3 959 
4 109.0 2000 
5 15.8 1067 
6 15.5 708 191.3" 
7 14.7 290 85.4 
8 529 
R-12 
101 135.0 102 3L5 
102 2941.0 111 40.3 
103 2500.0 600 156.3 
104 135.0 312 124.1 
Methylamine 
101 83.4 104 109. , 
102 2694.0 111 125.5 
103 2500.0 600 619.1 
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effect of the sulfur dioxide bottoming cycle was to increase efficiency 
by 43.9% over the simple-cycle case. Compared to th:e corresponding re-
cuperated cycle (Point 42), the sulfur dioxide bottoming cycle represents 
an efficiency improvement of 28.1% • 
. 5.4.2 Results of Parametric Variation 
The results of the basic gas, tur~~e cycle parametric investi-
gation are presented on Figure 5.17. Curves of cycle efficiency and/or 
heat rate as functions of specific power (gas turbine generator net 
output divided by compressor inlet airflOl') are drawn at constant turbine 
inlet temperature and constant compressor pressure ratio for both recu-
perated (at oR ~ 0.8 and ~P/P = 0.03) and simple (oR = 0.0 and ~P/p = 0) 
cases. These show the general trends of improved cycle efficiency with 
increased turbine inlet temperature~ 
At constant tempe=ature, the nature of the pressure ratio 
effect upon efficiency is sean to be reversed for the two cases. For the 
recuperat~d cycle, efficiency peaks at a relatively 10\" pressure ratio 
and falls off steeply as the pressure ratio is increased. This is actu-
a~ly the result of decreasing gains through t'ecuperation as the compres-
sor discharge temperature increases, with increased pressure ratio, to 
approach the turbine p~haust' temperature. At higher pres~ure ratios, the 
turbine exhaust would actually be colder than the compressor discharge 
and negative recuperation' would occ~r, resulting in an efficiency loss. 
This can be s~en where the efficiency curves for the recuperative cycles 
fall below those ~or the corresponding sim~le-cycle cases. 
In general, Figure 5.17 shows that a substantial gain in effi-
ciency can be realized by recuperation. For example, the base case at 
l478°K (2:l00°F) and 10 to 1 has a cycle efficiency of 37.8% whicn repre-
sents a 25.2% improvement over the corresponding simple-cycle efficiency of 
30.2%. Comparing the peak efficiencies shown for a 1644°K (2500°F) tur~ 
bine inlet temperature, a recuperative cycle with a 10 to 1 pressure 
ratio would have an efficiency 13.3% greater thar. a simple cycle with a 
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• 
Also of significance is the observation that efficiency gains 
through turbine inlet temperature increases at a give,\ pressure ratio are 
greater for the recuperated cycles. For example, at a pressure ratio of 
12 to 1, an increa~e in turbine inlet temperature from 1366 to 1644°K 
(2000 to 2500°F) re;~:i:~s in a 9.4% gain iu efficiency with recuperation, 
, 
but the corresponding simp1e~cyc1e parametric variation ~esu1ts in only ~, 
2.2% gain. 
The results ~f varying recuperator design parameters are shown 
on Figures 5.1S and 5.19. The former shows the recuperator effectiveness 
on cycle efficiency, and the latter shows the effect of recuperator pres-
sure drop (gas side + air side) at constant effectiveness. The signifi-
cant impact of effectiveness at a lo~er cycle pressure ratio is evident. 
This is expected since, as'discussed earlier, the benefit of recuperation 
is greatest with large temperature differences between turbine exhaust 
and compressor discharge. At 20 to 1, there is essentially no improve-
m~nt· in performance with an increase .I.u recuperator effectiveness from 
0.70 to 0.90. 
Only a negligible effect on performance was observed over the 
whole range'of pressure drop variation investigated. 
The results of investigating the effect of substituting uncooled 
ceramics for air-cooled components in a recuperative cycle are presented 
on Figure 5.20. Eff:l,:iency as a function of specific power cueves is 
shown for the air-cooled ceramic vanes and ceramic vanes/blades cases 
evaluated at 1478 and 1644°K (2200 and 25000 F) with parametric variation 
of compressor .pressure ratio. The cooling air usage variation assumed 
for this investigation was discussed earlier and was shown in Figure 5.12. 
The results sh~w that a gain of about five points in efficiency (or a 
12.7% im?rovement) and an increase of nearly 21.3% in power output can be , 
realized with the indicated reduction in the required amount of cooling 
air at the 1644°K (25000 p) turbine inlet temperature. Further, it is 
shmfn that a ceramic turbine at 147SoK (2200°F) inlet temperature provides 
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at 1644°K (2500°F). Although this turbine cooling variation was examined 
for only the recuperative-cycle, similar results would be expected for 
the simple-cycle case. 
Figure 5.21 displays the results of the investigation of the 
effect of intercooling upon recuperative cycle performance. The curves 
show efficiency ve"sus specific power for the 1478°K (22000 F) turbine 
inlet temperature se~ected for the study. Significant effects were ob-
served. The optimum cycle 
about 10 to 1 to 16 to 1. 
pressure ratio shiftd upward from 
This results from the lowering of the compres-
sor discharge temperature and the effect that this has upon the benefits 
of recuperation. Also, a gain 'of about 3.6 points (or nearly a,9.6% im-
provement) in peak efficiency and of 23.9% in power output (at peak effi-
ciency) were calculated. 
FJ.gure 5.22 displays the results of the computations of the 
bottomed cycles in relation to other selected open-cycle parametric 
points. It can be seen that the bottomed cycles resulted in the highest 
efficiencies, even though the R-12 and methylamin~ cases utiLized a 
relatively low-temperaturp. [1366°K (2000°F)] gas turbine. (The unbot-
tomed cycle point is also shown for comparison.) The sulfur dioxide 
bot~oming cycle represented the highest efficiency (4B.2%) and specific 
power [nearly ~29 1 kW/(kg/s) (24Q kW/(lb/s)] of all cases studied in 
this category. The various other cycle points with the same gas turbine 
parameters are plotted for comparison, as is the base case point and an 
intercooled recuperated-cycle point. The result of the case calculated 
with high-Btu gas fuel is also shown. 
5.5 Capital and Installation Costs of Plant Components 
• 
The approach for developing plant capital costs has been first 
to develop, as completely as possible in the available time, 
tion of the base case plant. Pricing data are dev~loped for 
a descrip-
this plant 
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5.5.1 Description of the Base Case Power Plant 
The power plant arrangement for the base case is shown in 
Figure 5.23. and the overall ECAS study plot plan arrangement is illus-
trated by Figure 5.24. The pOl<er plant consists of four nominal 100 MW 
recuperated gas turbines for an overall plant rating of approximately 
400 MW. The fuel selected for use is a distillate derived from coal. No 
major heat rejection equipment, such as cooling towers, is required. 
5.5.1.1 Starting Package 
The starting package is a self-contained module which provides 
break-away torque for initial rotation and acceleration to self-sustaining 
speed. This electrically operated device also contains provision for 
slow roll of the combined turbine and generator shafting during cool-down 
periods. 
5.5.1.2 Generator and Exciter 
The generator and exciter are directly coupled to the gas tur-
bine shaft at the compressor end. TI,e generator is hydrogen-cooled and 
uses shaft-mounted axial blOl,ers for hydrogen circulation within the 
generator. 
5.5.1.3 Gas Turbine 
The conceptual design selected for the base case gas turbine is 
shown in Figure 5.25. The 60 rps (3600 rpm). single-shaft design incor-
porates an axial-flow compressor pas.ing 340 kg/s (750 lb/s) at a pres-
sure ratio of 10 to 1. The multiple-can burner system raises the products 
of'combustion temperature to 1478°K (2200°F) at the turbine inlet. The 
three-stage turbine utilizes air cooling of vanes and blades, incorporat-
ing impingement/convection/film-cooling techniques. The unit utilizes 
two fluid film journal bearings, horizontal joint construct[on, and com-
pressor end drive; and features fully assembled rail shipment capability. 
5.5.1.4 Recuperator System 
The heart of the reGuperator system is an advanced type tension-
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such a heat exchanger is shown in Figure 5.26. The unit uses thin gauge, 
400 series 55, in a lightweight'design optimized for cyclic duty operation 
at t\lrb.ine,'exhaust temperatures of about 866°K (llOOOF). The cold-
air piping is constructed of carbon steel, and the hot-air return piping 
is 1-1/4 Cr alloy steel. Series 300 55 bellm"s:-type expansion joints are 
used for this destgn. 
5.5.1.5 Gas Turbine Auxiliary Skids 
The self-contained mechanical skid assembly includes lubricat-
ing oil pumps, filters and reservoir, air-system pressure switch and 
gauge cabinet, and seal oil system. Included in the electrical and con-
trol skid are the battery equipment, motor co~trol center, voltage regu-
lator, generator relay panel, and certaIn control equipment. The fuel 
skid includes fuel pumps, filters, and related equipment. 
5.5.1.6 Switchgear 
The switchgear equipment includes the isolated phase bus, oil-
,circuit breakers, the disconnect switch, and the main and auxiliary trans-
formers. 
5.5.1.7 Balance of Plant 
Due to the compact nature of the power plant, a site located 
outside of a city near an industrial area--not the Middletown site--has 
been sel~cted. Railroad service consisting of two parallel spurs, each 
with a 20 tallk-car capacity, has been provided for fuel delivery. Two 
oil-storage tanks of API standard construction are sized for 2.592 ~~ 
(30 day) operation at a capacity fa~tor of 45%. The tanks are positioned 
on a compacted saner-foundation' and are surrounded by a retaining dike 
system. 
Foundations for the power plant are reinforced concrete not re-
quiring pile supports. 
The station building--557 m2 (6000 ft2) floor area--includes 
all rrecessary offices, plant maintenance, control room, and toilet and 
locker facit~lie8. It is designed for steel frame and concrete block or 
5-51 
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Table 5.3 - Approximate Size and Mass of Base Case 
Recuperated-Cycle Major Components 
Component Basic Dimensions, m (ft) Mass (Weight),kg (lb) 
Gas Turbine Length Diameter 
Turbine sec tion 3.0 4.0 75,300* 
(10.0) (13.3) (166,000)* 
Compressor section 7.1 3.2 88,000* 
(23.3) (10.4) (194,000) * 
Recuperator, Module Length Width Height 
. 
(Three required) 8.3 3.0 3.6 34,000 
(27.0) (9.8) (11.8) (75,0?Q) 




insulated metal siding. Steel frame metal siding enclosures are provided 
for fuel oil tank farm fire protection equipment. 
The fuel unloading station is designed for rail or truck de-
livery and include's three 94.63 lIs (1500 gpm) pumps. Three 50% capacity 
fuel transfer pumps supply the gas turbine units through a common header. 
Complete fire protection is,provided, including a liquid foam system for 
the fuel oil tank farm and unloading station and a deluge system at the 
. main transformers. 
The control room, located in the station building, includes the 
computer control package for the gas turbine units. 
One three-phase, 500 kV transformer is supplied for each gas 
turbine unit. 
5.5.2 Approximate Sizes and Weights of Major Components 
Major components of the recuperated open-cycle gas turbine sys-
tem, simplest of the ECAS energy conversion concepts, include the gas tur-
bine engine and the recuperator. The relative sizes of these components 
are illustrate~ by the power plant arrangement plan view of Figure 5.23. 
A more detailed listing of the size 'and mass of these major components of 
the base case is given in Table 5.3. 
It is important to note the arbitrary nature of the classifica-
tion of the sections of the gas turbine unit. The compressor, turbine, 
and combustion sections (for most open-cycle turbines) are integral parts 
of each turbomachine unit, and; therefore, the comb,ustion section has 
, - ' 
been grouped arbitrarily with ~he compressor section. The gas turbine 
would be rail shippable as a single unit, as would the individual recu-
peratar modules. 
5.5.3 Gas Tu£bine and Auxiliaries Price Determination Procedure 
For the determination of parametric variations in gas turbine 
price a macro (as opposed to a micro) viewpoint has been selected. That 
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functional areas for examination with respect to price analysis. For 
example, compressor section stationary vane blading, combustion system, 
and turbine section rotating elements have been classified as wholes for 
representation by a single price as opposed to identifying single items 
such as individual turbine disk forgings or individual turbine or com-
pressor section blades. 
The model for partitioning of the whole gas turbine into the 
major functional groups is illustrated by Figure 5.27. A group of pro-
duction and conceptual design engines were analyzed with respect to 
selling price and with prices segregated according to the functional 
group breakdown of the model. These engines all reflect current heavy-
duty design practice and span a range in power output f.rom approximately 
25 to 130 MW. The segregated data ware ~orrelated with respect to 
selected independent parametric variables and were found to be represen-
tative over a wide range of parametric values. Additional price corre-
lations were developed for the gas turbine auxiliaries and ancillary 
equipment necessary for a complete gas turbine plant. The data in nor-
malized form are displayed by Figures 5.28 through 5.43, and incorporate 
the nomenclature given in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 - Nomenclature 
= Compr"essor inlet airflow 
= Compressor pressure ratio 
= Shaft rotational'speed 
AH Combustor = Enthalpy rise from compressor discharge 
to turbine inlet 
AH Turbine = Enthaipy drop from turbine inlet to tur-
bine exit 
= Turbine inlet temperature (temperature at 
i?let to first stationaIY vane row) 
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Fig.5. 40- Price for assembly of complete rotating element 
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Certain aspects of the price correlation curves are worthy of 
further description. 
Dual curves, for different compressor pressure ratio ranges, 
are shown for pricing cert/in gaa turbine elements. This representation 
was arbitrarily selected as an optimum means of reporting prices deter-
mined from manufacturing eltperience and conceptual design studies of 
these selected components. The price variations reflect fundamental 
changes in the design philosophy incorporated as pressure ratio is in-
creased. 
At higher pressure ratios, greater sensitivity to compressor 
surge or stall dur.ing st~rt-up and higher operating temperatures at com-
pressor cis charge are encountered. Typic.a.l design approaches involve the 
use of hlghe~-t :!mperature alloys in the final compressor sections. In 
certain cases the use of variable stationary vanes or the use of a series 
compreseor section arrangement is incorporated for higher pressure 
ratios. Such design changes can be identified as occ1!rring in the range 
of pressure ratios 12 and 16 to 1; arbitrarily, the cutoff point for 
price representation was assumed to occur at a compressor pressure ratio 
of 12 to 1. 
For the case of the compressor stationary vane assembly price, 
Figure 5.31, the higher price curve reflects changes in materials foT. 
high-tempera~ure sections such as higher alloy vanes, shroud material, 
and changes in design such as the use of variable s~ationary vanes. 
In the case of the compressor rotating elements price, as re-
ported in Figure 5.32, the increased price reflects the higher-temperature 
alloys materials price and the generally increased complexity in design 
and manufacturing processes. Similar price effects are shown on the as-
sembly cost of the rotating element, Figure 5.40, reflecting the increased 
complexity of assembling h1gher~pressure design rotating elements. 
Figure 5.42 shows the form of price correlation used for gas 
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made using the hydrogen-cooled 60 rps (3600 rpm) correlation. For cer-
ta~n caloulations regarding th~ effect of gas turbine unit output on 
overall plant cost, the air-cooled 60 rps (3600 rpm) generator price re-
lation was used. This type of unit is most often available commercially 
in the 25-to-75 MW size. Although shown at a slightly lower price, the 
units hav~ a 'somewhat lower effi~iency relative to hydrogen-cooled gene-
rators as a result of higher windage losses and other effects. A price 
correlation for 30 rps (1800 rpm) generator is also shown in Figure 5.42. 
Figure 5.43 shows the pricing correlations used for the associ-
ated gas turbine plant auxiliaries. 
Two investigations regarding the accuracy of the gas turbine 
price correlations were made. First, the degree of accuracy with which 
the price relations reproduced the origilal gas turbine price data was 
determined'. The relations were found to be accurate to within 5% over 
the whole range of variables. 
A second check was made to assess the validity of using the 
price relations for extrapolation beyond the range of data used in their 
generation. The relations were used to estimate the price of the concep-
tual design engine shown in Figure 5.44. This design, consisting of mul-
tiple compressor sections and separate power turbine, and projected to 
operate at a firing temperature of l644°K (2500°F) and a compressor pres-
sure ratio of 25 to 1, was independently priced by "a1ue engineering per-
sonnel. The price values from the correlations and independent estimation 
agreed to within approximately 10%. 
Parametric price variation determination was implemented by 
curve fitting and computer calculation of the many individual parametriC 
point values. 
5.5.4 Gas Turbine Recuperator System Pricing 
The,recuperatur system used In this study is based on an ad-
vanced ~late-fin t~i~!on-braze design of the Airesearch Manufacturing 
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in expressing parametric price variation is summarized in Figure 5.45. 
This plot er.presses the variation of weight and price as a function of 
pressure drop and effectiveness relative to the base recuperator for 
which an accurate price estimate has been made. For parametric point 
variations where <urbine exhaust temperature is different from the base 
case value, the recuperator price is further modified relative to this 
value according to the relationship of Figure 5.46. 
The recuperator piping system consists of carbon steel piping 
for the cold lines, 1-1/4 Cr alloy steel piping for the hot return lines, 
and an extensive syste", of bellows-type exPansion joints. 
5.5.5 Tabulation of Overall Plant Material and Installation Coats 
The prices of major components were determined'by the proce-
dures previously described. Add!tion.'ll price estimates for balance of 
plant equipment was provided 'by Chas. T. Main, Inc. of Boston. The 
pricing of heat rejection equipment, including steam turbine condensers 
and cooling towers, was handled by means of parametric relations incor-
porated in the actual cost of the electricity calculation computer pro-
gram (Section 2). The input used for these and other aspects of the 
calculation is summarfzed for the base case (Point 1) in Table 5.5. 
(Inclusion of this table is made for the sake of completeness only, as 
none of the recuperated open-cycle pa~ametric points utilized steam bot-
toming cycles. Note also that the auxilIary power requirements of the 
recuperated-cycle tabulation have been set to zero: as the originally 
calculated plant powers and efficiencies had been calculated with auxil-
iary power allowances.) 
The direct costs for materials (equipment) as well as esti~tes 
for installation costs were then tabulated according to account code 
listing (itemized by categories, e.g., 1.0 Site Development through 21.0 
Stack-Gas Cleaning) for each parametric point. 
Table 5.6 illustrates the detailed account listing for Point I, 
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2.0 0.04 2.2 
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"l 0.8 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.7 Effectiveness 0.6 0.70 
0.6 0.5 
Fig. 5. 45 -Parametric variation of plate-fln ten,>ion brazed re-
cuperator sizes and weights relative to Base Case recuperator: 
Effectiveness = O. 80 
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Table. 5.5 OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE 
ACCOUU NO AUK POWER, HW£ PERC PLANT POW OPERATION COST MAINTENANCE eDiT 
TOTALS .000[]0 .00000 .. 00000 .00000 OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE aASE CASE INPUT 
NDHlt.:AL POIlER, HWE 394.8800 NET POWER. HWE 394.aaoo 
NOH HEAT RATE. BTU/KW-HR 9033.2186 NET HEAT RATE. BTU.lKW-HR 9033.21B5 OFF DESIGN HEAT RATE .0000 
CONDENSER 
DESIGN PRESSUR E. IN HG A .0000 NUHBER OF SHELLS .DODe NUMBER OF TUSES/SHELl .0000 TUBE LENGTH. FT .0000 HMTMmcmNF .0000 TERHINAL TEHP OIFF. F .0000 
OEIiISN ~EHP. F .0000 RA G5: t .nOOD APPRDACH~ f. .0000 OFF DESIGN H'Kfl'r F .DOOO OFF DESIGN PUES. IN He A • 0000 lP TURBINE BLADE LEN • IN .0000 
1 98.720 2 • 378 3 .oon • .mlD 5 2.500 6 .. ODD 7 • 000 8 .0(10 • .000 10 .000 11 .000 12 .000 13 1.000 .. 1.000 IS "DOD 
16 .000 17 lto.ooo 18 '1.000 I. .000 20 .000 
21 1.000 22 4950.000 Z3 .000 20 600.000 25 .000 
2. .. DOD 27 6000.m:!D 28 .000 2. B9SDoee .000 3D .000 
31 .300 32 60.000 33 .000 34 .20a 35 .200 3. 200DOO.CDO 37 • 000 3. I.DOC 3 • 1.000 40 .000 
41 .oco 42 .000 43 .000 4" 60000.0CO os 36000.000 4. • 000 47 .000 •• 3.(100 ',. l.Deo so .000 51 .000 52 2 .000 
.' 
4.000 4 .. QOC 3 4 .. 00' .. • If .. ODo 5 'J.coo 4.000 7 «1.000 • 1026700.000 • .050 10 307300.000 11 .050 12 2166900.000 13 .050 l' 1168100.000 1S .ll10 16 2061200.000 17 .090 18 l3'fOl0D.ODD 13 .100 20 274100.000 
21 .350 22 30SDDa.DOO 23 231600.000 24 .uoo 25 4.000 
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Table 5.6 OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE ACCOUNT LISTING 
PARAfJlETRIC POINT NO. 1 
ACCCUNT NO. " NAf1E, UNIT Af.':OUNT HAT S/UNIT INS S/ONIT HAT COST,S INS COST,S 
SITE CEVElOPMENT 
1- 1 LAND COST ACRE 40.0 10000.00 .00 400000.00 .00 
1- 2 CLEARING LAND ACRE 13.3 .00 600.CO .00 7999.20 
1. 3 GRADI NS LAND ACRE 4D.D .00 3000.00 .00 120000.00 
1. 4 ACCESS RAILROAD HILE .0 115000.00 110000.00 .00 .00 
1. S lOOP RAILROAD TRACK MILE .0 120000.00 70000.00 .00 .00 
1- 6 SIDING r. R TRACK MIL;: 1.0 1250(10.00 tlOOOO.DO 125000.00 80000.00 
1- 7 OTHER SITE COSTS ACRE .n .(lC loaD 95557.31 95557.31 
PERCENT '!'OTAL DIREcT COST IN ACCDUC'JT 1 = 1.E75 ACCCUtH TOTAL'$ £2(1557.30 303556.51 
EXCAVATION & FILING 
2. 1 COHMON EXCAVATION YOl 14&5Q.C .00 3.00 .GO Q'.S5C.OD 
2. 2 PILING n 39[;00.0 6.50 8.50 257400.00 336GOO.00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 2 = 1.158 ACCOUNT TOTAL ,. 2S7lfOO.OO 381150.00 
PLANT ISLAND CONCRETE 
3. I PLANT IS. CONCRlTE YD3 lf950.(l 70.00 &0.00 346500.00 396000.00 
3. 2 SPECIAL ~TRUCTURES Y03 .0 .DC .00 .00 .00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT ceST IN , CCQUNT 3 = 1.346 ACCOUNT ToTAL,S 346500.00 39GOOO.00 
HE.AT P.EJECTION SYSTEM 
4. 1 COOLING TOHERS ~ACH .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
4. 2 CIRfULATIN~ ~20 SY5 EACH .0 • L'(I .00 .00 .00 4. 3 5UR ~CE CO D~NS~R FT2 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 4 = .COO ACCOUNT TOTALt $ .00 .00 
STRUCTURAL FEATUHES 
5. 1 SlAT. STRUCTU~AL ST. TON 600.0 SSO.DO 115.00 3'30000.00 105000:88 5. 2 S Ln~ g BU~KrRS TPH .0 laaD.DD 750.00 .00 
5. 3 CHINN[Y FT .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 5. 4 STRUCTURAL FEATUR[S EACH 1.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 5 = .891 ACCOUNT TOTAL,S 390000.00 105000.00 
BUILOINGS 
6. 1 STATION 8UILCINGS FT3 .0 .1S .16 .00 .00 
6. 2 ADHINSTRATION FT2 60GO.O 16.00 14.00 96000.00 84000.00 
&. 3 WA~EHOUSE. 8 SHOP FT2 .0 12.(10 e.o£? .00 .00 
PERCE.NT TOTAL DIRECT COST iN ACCOUNT 6 = .326 ACCOUNT TOTAL,$ 96000.00 84000.00 
FUEL HANDUING R STORA3E 
7- 1 COAt. HANDLING SYS TPH .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 
7. 2 DOLOMITE HAND. SYS TPH .0 .00 
.08 .00 .00 7- 3 FuEL OIL HAND. SlS GAL 89!iOCCO.O .00 .0 a09080.00 613051.83 
PERC~NT TOTAL DIReCT COST IN ACCOUNT 7 = 2.578 ACCOUNT TOTAL,$ 8003080.00 613051.$'7 
FUEL PROCt:SSIN3 














OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE ACCOUNT LISTING 
PARAMETRIC POINT NO. 1 
ACCOUNT NO. B NAME. UNIT AP.OUNT HAT S/UNIT !NS 5/UN1T HAT COST,S INS COST,S 
fIRING SYSTElf 
9. 1 .0 .00 .00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 9 = .000 ACCOUNT TOTAL,$ 
VAPOR GENERATOR IfIRECI 
l~EREENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 150= .00 .00 .000 ACCOUNT TOTAL,$ 
ENERGY CONVERTER 
11. 1 GAS TURB COMP SECT 
11. 2 GAS TURa COMB SECT 
11. 3 GAS TURB TURa SECT 
11. 4 GAS TUR. ENG AUX 
11. 5 GAS TURa GENERATOR 
11. 6 G T MUFfLER. COOLER. 
11. 1 GAS TURS ENG MISe 
PERCENT TOTAL OIRECT COST 

























12. 1 .0 .00 .00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT cOST IN ACCOUNT 12: .000 ACCOUNT ToTAL.$ 





























~3. 1 RECUPERATOR 8 PIPING EA 4.0 1181100.03 262165.00 1524400.00 1129660.00 
PERClNT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 13 =lS.LB8 ACCOUNt TOTAL,s 7524400.00 112866Q.UO 
WATER TREATMENT 
14. 1 .C .. 00 .. OJ PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 11 = .OUO ACCOUNT TOTAL.$ 
POWER CONDITIONING 
15. 1 srD TRANSFORMER KVA '182631.1 .00 .00 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 15 = 4.991 ACCOUNT TOTAL •• 
AUXILlARY M[CH EQUIPMENT 
16. 1 BOILER FE:::O PUMP 80R.KWE .0 
16. 2 OTHEr< PUMPS KW[ .0 
16. 3 MIse SERVIC~ SYS KWE 136140.2 
16. 4 AUXILIARY ;;OILER PPH .n 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 16 = 











17. 1 CONVENTIONAL PIPING TON 60.C 3000.00 1800.00 




































OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE ACCOUNT LISTING 
PARAMfTRIC POINT NO. 1 
ACCOUNT NO.8 NAME. U~UT Af~OUNT MAT S/UNIT INS $/UNIT MAT C05T.$ 
AUXILIARY [tEC EOUIPMEN T 
1-S. 1 MISe MOTERS,ETC 
18. 2 SWITCHGEAR & Mee PAt~ 
18. 3 CONDUIT.CABLES.TRAYS 
18. ~ ISOLATED PHASE BUS 
18. 5 LIGHTING 3: COMMUN 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST 
CONTRtL. INSTfWHENTATICN 
19. 1 CDHPUTER 
CONTROLS 19. ~ OTHER PER ENT TOTAL DIRECT COST 
PROCESS WASTE SYSTEt4S 
20 .. 1 
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST 
STACK GAS CLEANING 
n. 1 
PERC!:NT TOTAL DIRECT COS T 




F"T .. 0 
KWE q.S5!WD.8 
IN ACCOUNT 18 = 
E:ACH 1.0 
E.ACH 1.0 
IN ACCOUNT 19 = 
.0 
IN ACCOUNT 20 = 
.0 
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Table 5.7 OP:::"! CYCLE GAS TURB!NE SUHHARY PLANT RESULTS 
PA!UMCTRIC PO-:;:NT 1 Z ; • 5 • 7 • 
r' 
TO'rAl CAPI TAt CaST .. , 7S.44 SI.se 54.1S S') .. 23 5~ .:9 5~ .1t3' 58.5! n.2E p GAS ~'URB:::NE COHPQCSS:)R SECT,HS Q.I07 3.721 3.929 tf.l01 " .264 7 ... 43e 7 .. 943 8.l98 L GAS TURBIN!: COHe. eASXE'!': ,fI'! 1 .. 229 .134 .841 .. sea .9:1 .996 1.CC2 .98C A OAS TURBINE TuQ!HN!: :ir.CTlO~,~s D.G69 5.C96 6.575 6.935 7.21J 7.691 7.978 a .212 
-, 
" 
fuse GI.: TUREINE /.UX!L!ARY .HS 9.534 7.seli 8.112 8.1:51 S.CBS 1 .. 818 7.1t5[; l .. CCl 
1! 
T GAS TURBINE: 3EN:QAlO~ tH"S a. 24 5 6.!iSS Ii.antl u.944 Ii.Jae 6.4'3t1 6.101 5.67.1i 
RECUPERATQR , PIP:::t\C ~'I'!:T(~ .~'i 7.!:!I'.t .cee .tCe .. oce .ecc .COt. .coo .. eec 
• TOT ~AJOR COHPONE~T CO:;1 IMS §§:g~i A¥:g~ 25.262 16.9f,lS §t :~;n 3C .~19 3~"74 30.325 I ~ TOT flAJOfT COHPCNENT CO$T.1110H: 87.1:76 a o.s E6 leB .. 19£: 11 .SGQ l~~:~U 3ALANCE OF PLANT I:o:;r .S/KWE 22 .. 319 2 '''225 23.629 23.S:!Q 23.63~ 2'*.500 25.B26 " 51 TI: LASCR .!/KWE 17.219 It.63'C 15.Q21 15."t9 H.639 1£ .. 119 17.BC2 IS .163 L TOTAL orREel COST ,11K WE 139.079 1:6.977 126.125 12~:~~: 130.323 1Q~:~~~ 163.132 181.22C T INDIRECT ClISlS ,5/KWE s.ca8 7.971 7.8C4 7.976 9.e79 9.113 PRCF • CWNER ::OS1<; ,1IL<WE 11.174 1I:.l58 1C.C ge lC. 2C~ IC .~2b l1.35a 11.::;55 1'" ."'98 • ~~~lE~~~~ijYca~fl ,~/KWI" 7 .S82 £i.8IZ 6.792 G.B 7! 7.Cl!; S .COE. lI.t 75 9.S45 R ",K )iE 1£, .. 2'35 I:! .<:130 13.9S7 14.111 14.393 16.2:>5 17.4£:1 18 .. 862 
• rNT DURzr,C CONSTRWCT:CN .1/KWE 17 .';:S5 14.6B/; 111..722 14.9CB 1~.1e1 17.129 1Il.:!12 1~ .. B17 , TOHL CAr!T ALI ZATIOtl ,$/KWE 2C1.17J 11!C.532 179.551 1B1.51;'3 19~ .311; 211.374 Z29.11Q 251.715 K COST OF" nEt-CAP!TAL .M:aLS/KW[ E.36C !;a7C7 5.67£ ~ .. 7:!'3 !;.SS8 6.6B2 7.262 e .C2 [! 0 COST 'JF ELee-FUEL ,H:LlSIKIH: 23.486 15 .. 779 ~2.1!7 :'iC.131 29.1 Cl za.ll! '28 .. saG 29.597 c CCST OF ELEC-OP8~A:N,H!LLS/KWr .. 71!; .71S .. 7l~ • 71 ~ .715 .1l~ .715 .. 715 W TCTAL ::OST O~ ELEe ,HILLS/Kilt Je .. 5131 42.2[:1 lB.529 36 .. 6Q6 55.694 35.71[; :>:6.5G3 '39.333 
" 
C cr r .. S CAF'.. rAe TOR ,M III S/K \IE: ~~:~ij3 Q4.038 lIC.~56 38.Q'32 !7.~77 ~ 7 .. 839 30.85£ lie aBE" COE o.s CAP. fliCTOR ,~IlLS/KWE 41.046 17.379 JS .. ~84 31;.511 34.372 3'r.;.1l6 36.7qll 
COE I.nCH. COST ,H:LLS/KWE: 31.833 CfJ.JlI:?' 39.554 :n .. 793 35.866 37.C46 ze .CIC 39.937 CCE I.ZXFUE:l CeST ,HILlS/KWE 35. Z59 49.357 44.956 42.684 I; I.S19 ~1.J72 112.21lt 44 .. 252 
:OE: (CONTINGENCY=C) ,HtllS/KWE 3C .27c In.gll!; 3e.2n 3'E.J91 .!!;; .... :"l 3!:.IlC9 36.239 37 .. 917 COE fE:SeALn:ON=cr ,f/!ILl5/10lE 3t.005 111.1'28 :tS.Ci5~ 36.165 3S.ZrS lS.1'}7 35.973 31.693 
........ _. 
F"A RA"'ETRIC POINT • 9 1e 11 12 11 
" " 
,. 
'OJAl I~k~m ~8R~RCSSOR SEC~!1S l:9~~ ~~!6, t~~l~ ~; .. ~e ¥~§~~ 5~!~8 §!§~~ i~ia, p AS L GAS Tl!R5INE CO~8 eASK[1$ ,~$ .893 .962 I.Ce7 n:m l.C57 n·r32 .:m A:m A GA~ TUQSINC: TUPJ:N[ SECT:O~.~' 6. S8l 7.274 7.575 B.qe9 a:g!~ N filSC GAS TURBINE At:X!l,IARY .!lS 8.84Z 8.956 8.9111 8.738 8 .. ItC7 9.569 9.7ile T GAS TURDIN[ GEN:RATOR ,~S 7.55J 7.660 7.65 B 7.447 7.1c9 6.702 8.279 !J.fl66 RCCt)F("RATOR 8 F'Ipr~G $Y!;T(!-',/J$ .. DeC .erc .ece .ceD .erc .CDC .Goe .DCC 
• TOT MAJOQ :Ol'tPON[NT ::051 ,"!'Jj ::! 8.1 CC :3 .. 968 29."'51 32 .. 7St: J2 .9211 3Z. 80 9 Jl.007 32 .. 122 
• TOT ~4JCP CCHPONtN1 CCS1"/KWE BC.19l! BC .252 8Z .. l!SC 9~.325 lC2.39C 111.211t 78 .. C9G 78."99 , 9AlA.IlcE :::F PLANT ::0:;1 ,S1,HI( 21.911 7 ~1.731 21.7SC 22.1'56 22.892 23.902 ZC.719 2D.q~1 
" 
S1lt LAiOR ,!/KWE 14.487 11.1.44S H.53C 15.317 1 ~. 92!: H.'I24 13.945 13.865 l TOTAL a REel cos'" ,SlKUE 1I6 .. 628 117.131 118.730 132.799 1'41.1')7 1'}1.B72 112.759 112.80'l 
:NCIRECT ceSTS ,S/I<Wr 7.3ea 7.3£9 7.41[; 7.812 8.122 8.S2!! 7.112 7.C71 
rRor ! OWNER COSTS .$/KWE 9.330 !J.J7t' 9.~ '38 lC.G21f 11.296 12.150 9.e21 9.D2~ , C,;:NTINeEllcv COST ,!.IK\f[ E .3S~ £.392 6.Q78 7 .. 2211 7.E41 I) .16~ 6 .. 2C4 6 .. 222 £ r::,c 4LArON COST ,i/KWE lJ.::!8!i 13.3'3C U.5S3 IS.OIf,! 15.7;C \6 .... 13.§46 1 ~.222 :r~'T au tNC CCNS"'fHICT!OU ,I/KWE 1l; .. CCi3 14.15'3 lQ.311l 1~.867 I(.G28 7 .. !S7 13. 22 1 .. oee A ~8HlcfAft~~~~Ini~~ .M:Ll~~~~f 157.03C 1(;1.811 17C.C'ZC 1 B9.339 ZOC .. 63" 214.9~1 t62.IS3 162.351 K ~.28C ~.3C!; 5 .. 375 5.985 E.:?1I2 ( .19&:1 5.126 S.ln 0 :: OST OF (LEe-FUEL .t1IlLS!KWE 1I.7SB 79.7C5 26.531 27 .. tJ46 27.2GB ~7.G9S 31.555 29.iI'JC 
° 
COST or: ElEC~OPtMA~N.HILlS/K.IE .71S a 715 .71!j .71!i .71 !" .71f .715 .715 
" 
TOTAL C~ST OF !::LEC ,HrU:iII<WE 37.7SJ ·~.7;6 H .521 lQ.llJ6 34.326 35.195 17 .396 35.27 B , eCE !;.S CAP. rACTC~ ,:-OILL!:/i<Wt 39 .. 46: :!7.QQ2 3('.358 3Ei .067 :?C.Jt;;4 37.358 39.C59 36.9112 COE o.s ::AP. FACTOP .~!LLS/KWE 1G.Ei73 ~IJ. SliD 33.529 32.939 U.OS2 13.816 l6.J50 31t.23 Ci CC( 1.2XCAP. COST ,HIlLS/i<~E ?8 .e,c 9 !50.787 35.696 35.343 35,.S9!j 35.S!;1l 38 .~22 3G .3C~ ceE 1.~xrUEl co:;1' ,HIUS/KWE 44. l.OJj 41.667 4C.327 19 .. 6 J5 39.78C If 0 • 132 Q3.7c7 U.16~ CCE I CGN1:NGENCY=cJ ,f1;LLS/K~lE ~1a!'13 ;5.lIB4 34.31~ 33.8H 30.C38 ZIi.e88 37.161 :!s .UtU 
::Ce: (ESCALAT:ON::.C) .M!lLS/KU~ .!7. Je1 35 .. 210 1Q.159 33.6'35 3:-I.79C 3".629 36.941 3~ .. 8l6 
5-P2 
unit measure and quantity for each item, followed by the unit cost and 
unit installatiOll cost, and finally the total equipment and installation 
cost. At the end of each account section is listed the percent of the 
total equipment and installation cost contained within that account. 
Similar cost tabulations were provided to NASA Lewis Research 
for the remaining parametric points. Only the summary sheets are included 
here as Table 5.7. In this tabulation, major component (e.g., gas tur-
bine compressor, combustor, turbine section, etc.) total direct material 
costs are itemized for each parametric point. Addition,al information 
tabulated includes those remaining costs going to make up the total plant 
cost. 
These are each expressed on a dollar per kilowatt basis. Note 
that line 1, "Total Capital Cost," for each point expresses the total 
cost on a straight dollar basis for the categories making up the total 
plant cost, namely the costs of: 
• Total direct major component material 
• Balance of pl.~t direct material 
• Site labor 
• Indirect expenses 
• Professional services and ownership costs 
• Con tingency 
• Escalation 
• Interest during construction. 
Cost of electricity data for each parametric point are given in this tabu-
lation and list the breakdown with respect to capital, fuel, and operating 
and maintenance costs; as well as the effect of selected parameters on the 







opeN :V::;LE GA.:; Tu~erNE '.it.:"'~ARY. FLANT REiUL1S 
PA ~AP.!:TRIC POINT 
;OH.L CAr!TAL Cc~T ,H~ 
P GAS TURBINE -;a~PRr.~':.'JR SECTt'H 
l G~S TUR5:r,E CCMS eASI<CT!: .t!s 
A GAS lURau!: TUPIj!N: SrcTIO"l,"I$ 
N MIse 31o!: It;RCINE AUXILlARY .!-IS 
T GA'i fURa' he:. CEm:RATC~ t"'~ 
RECUPERA ro~ 8 FIP!!-;C ~Y~!D't"''i 
~ TOT KAJOq ~OHPCNE'T ~OST ,~~ 
E TOT "'AJOR CC~PCNENT CO$1,1/V-IH: 
5 BALAUCE OF PLANT CO~T .'!i/I(~E 
~ f1+1LLt~~~CT ;:OS'" :t~~~~ 
T INO!R.E:CT CO.$TS ,SlKilE 
PROF S OWNER ':OST'.) ,i/KIolE 
~ ~~~If~~i~~Y C5~~1 :t:~~~ 
£' :::NT !lURING CONSTPUCT!Cf./ .. SJlHIE 
A TOTAL C4?ITALlZATl'Of.; ,S/Kilt 
J( COST OF ELE:C~CArrTAL ,M!LlSJlOIE 
!) COS! OF ELEC-FUt.!. ,tHLlS/KWE 
o caST OF ELEC-OPB~A!N,H!LLS'~WE 
W TOTAL COST OF ELEe ,HIlL$/KWE 
N COE 1:.5 CAf'. FACTOR ,IHLLS/KWC 
COE e.a C'P. FACTOR ,H:LLS/KWE 
COE l.2XCAP. COST ,HII.I.~/I01E 
COE 1.2XFUEL cOST .IULLS/KWE 
COE fCONTHIG:ENC'Y=.C' ,M!lLS/KWE 
COE U:SCALA1:0N:!'1 ,MILLS/KWE 
PARA~~TRIC POINT 
" L ~ 
T 
TOTAL CAPITAL COST ,HS 
GAS TU~BIN: COtlpqESSOR SECr.lls 
GAS !URGINE cctte FU,SKt ~S ,ffS 
GAS TURBINE TUR3IW;: St:CT!O'hMS 
MIse 3AS TUReIN!: AUXIL:AR'r' rflS 
GAS TUReIN::: GEN:::q.UO~ .IotS 










7t .&2 8 
2C.351 
13 .. 75C 
::'lC.760 
7.013 

















































14 .. 3:!1 
1:!1 .. 785 
7.3C9 
9. 7I.i 3 
f" .71C 
11; .. ZO~ 























7 .. C8l!. 
9 .. 521 

































































11 .. 844 
3tJ.794 
1'8.357 ]2.98£ 
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Tabl~ 5.7 OFEtI ::: YCL5: !3A5 tURBINE SUMHARY P1.ANT RESULT S 
COl1tinued 
PARA~ETR:C PO!Nl 13 3Q lS 30 37 
rOT4L CArnAL test .-, 73.0r 7E.::S 18.G6 18.93 a~.95 
p GAS TURBINE ::O~P~~$SO~ 5ECl.l4$ Ii .. 1,,4 7.431:: 3.929 4.264 7.430 
l GAS tURsIfir COMO BASH1S ••• 1.22! 1 .. 273' loolS! 1 .. 279 h:!'3C A G A~ TUR9IN':: lUQ'3IN:: S~CTIC'h"'S 7.se7 8.03e 9.1 n 1.B4:! B.flCS 
• MI~C GAS lURe!"!: AUX:Lr~RY ." e .. 782 e .. 61~· 9.3'2(; 9 .. £,1:2 !).E15 T GAS HJqaINE GEN!:RA1'"C~ .!is 7 .. 49:! 7.322 8.C38 8.312 '3.226 
R(CCPEP/lTCP • p!pI~C Sy~t(l'tl'S 7.478 G .226 8.391 7.542' 7.S19 
n roT "!aJCR COo,:,:IC~E~:r ('0 ':iT ... lG .. 7liG :- 8 .. S9G 19.010 18.842 ~::~42S 
r TeT IjAJOR CC~PCNE:~T CO!:T.!/IOIE: lCt.Ot=-G 1!!; .. 9~Ei 1('2.229 97.3[;9 If!7.177 
S BALANCE: OF PLANT ca!:Y Is/KIiE 23.674 '!1I.01J1I 2Z .6sa 22.21 b 2:! .J'3C 
.-< U 51 n: LAEOR .S:/K~E IS.88g 19.2C7 18.:H:;9 17.6!illi IB .. 2 tn l TOTAL DIRECT COST ,$/KWE l1f8.6ZS IS9.2C1 143.256 137.179 H8.373 
i! T INDIReCT COSTS rt/XW( S .. 632 9.7% 9 .. 3G8 s.cez '3. JC (. ;lRCF • OWNER COSTS '''Klle 11.9ge 1 ~.137 11 .4GC 1C.974 11.97C B CCflTINSENCY CCST I'! II< WI: S .. C90 9.644 7.S~S 7 .. S~! a.lSB 
n ESC tlltl r:ON CCST ,"KilE 1&~911f 17 .. 96e 16.610 16 .. 043 11.265 
r INT DURING CONSTf<UC1:Ct; ,'!/KIlC 17 .. 877 IB.973 I7 .. Sac 16 .. ~91 IB .. 2e:? 
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATIm~ ,$/K WE ::.3 .. 030 ~'Z7.316 2C(..132 197.743 213.255 
.'~'- K COST OF E L EC-CAPI TAL .1'1 :LlS IKWE E.731f 7.18(; 6.516 Ii .Z!l t.71;1 0 COST OF (LEe-FUn ,MIlL:i/K'oIE 2q.3GC 2fi.799 '23.5::!:1.i 23.8!fO 25.0'34 
0 COST OF ClEC~OPS~A1N,MILlS/KWE .71 !i .. 71!: .. 71~ .7tf. .. 7IS 
W TOTAL CO';T Of' EL(e .HIlLS/KWE J2 .. IfC'J ~q.7(,C '5('.75'5 lD.8r.; 32.5'51 
" 
cor C .. S' CAr. FACHlR IHILLS/KWI: 3 11.S::1f ~6.981 32.835 3:.' .. 8C:S :!,Q.698 
0: OE c..a CAP .. F~CTOR ,HILL ~/KWE :1:1.:01 :O:3 .. 2£B 7.9 .1f4 8 19. 54 9 1l.2Cl 
cor 1.:!Xe"p .. ggH ,HILLS/Kllt !.!.7S"6 ?'E .1!S :!2.C!i9 32.0!:£ Z2.899 CaE 1. 2XF UEL .~!:"lS/KWE :!1.401 t.j C.06C 15.fl6C 35 .. 57" 17 .569 
COE ( COllTl Ne ENe y:c I ,!o!::LLLS/KWE !2.1 C 4 ?,I;..314 3Q.4!:l8 3C .52C Z:~.241 
COE 1ESCALAT!Otl:rl ,HILLS/KW( 3:'.533 jll.C88 11:.189 10 .. 2';8 31.951 
PA'Ul'!nq:::c P:lINT 41 
" " •• 
45 
TOTAL CArlIH COS" I/'!S B9.88 9Q.C9 9Z.Q3 91.9~ 15.16 
P GAS TuRaINE COfoiPR(SSOR SeCT,,, $ 4.Z64 7.1J30 7.943 8 .. 398 3.929 
l GAS TUJ:nrm: COHa BASKn!: .. , 1.363 l.fllS 1 .. '421 1 .. 3'33 1 .. 1~3 
A G A~ TURaIN( lu~on;::: S!:CTIO~,."!' 9.6C3 10.312 9 .. 3"'1f 9.6fiq; 8.179 
" 
MIse :as TtJRE::::fIE: Al:X:L:::~RY ,~S lC .81! 10.B1f4 lC .. E6B 11: .3'3C 9.339 
T GAS TURBINE ~r:N;;:RATG~ ./'!"$ ~.464 9 .. 515 9.31f6 9.079 a .CSI 
RECUPEPATOQ , PiPn,t SVSl(:':.t'$ 8 .. 663 7 .. 6~1 1.583 7.512 E.232 
R TOT "AJOR c!jMP{mr~ll COST 
." 44.190 Ifl.art IfG.30S 46."3~ 16. S8q; r TOT ~AJOR CC~rON[N 1 CO~T,'S/KWE 93".307 ?9.H,l 99.606 lC3.659 %.1I.Q3 
S i:) AlA:~CE OF Pl &.NT COST .SfKWE 2(".696 ~C.665 2C.S43 21.16S 22.615 
" 
!OIl!:. UECR ,1/KWI: 1£1 .8::6 16.age 17 .. [C8 17 .. 371f 17.feZ 
l TeTAI. :JI~ECT ceST ,'UKWe 13r.841 1 Jr..6% 137.457 11.12.1'19 136.'i81 
T IN01 RE C1 COS rs t!/KWE. 8.~8Ei 8.614 8.671.1 S .. SE1 B.s;:e 
PROF , CWNER COST:» ,$/KWE lC.llu7 1 C .. 936 lC.991 11.376 1[:.9:;6 
• CCNTIMiEf.;CY CO!>T ,~/KW£. 7 .. 3C2 7.631 7.660 1.9CC 1.1193 
• ~SCo\LAnON COST ,UKWE 1!:.802 u;.,.a6 IS.5e8 !S.9R18 15.842 r INT OURINt CON5TRUCT:O~ ,t/I(WE H.779 17.!<[,6 17.!::4 17 .. 98£ 1 E .. JE 8 
• TOTAL C.\i"ITALIZATIO~ .S/KilE 1a9.778 1'l7.B6,] 198.8~C ~05.2S3 1 % .5J5 II COST cr (LEC-CAr:T~L.H:lL~/K',jt ! .9 S 9 C.25!" 6.2S~ 6.4 fig 1: .. 2:13 
0 ::051 OF l:l!::>rtl£:L ,W:::l.15/I(Wr Z=-.32Z ~ 3.586 "?IJ .6'JG 2[:.(:71.1 211.648 
0 CGST ~F ELEC~OP&MA:hf~:llS/KW[ .715- .. 71!: .715 .7IS .71£ 
W TOTAL CGST O!=" £l£:: .• H:LLS/KWE 2~.5J7 JG.557 31.6915 J3 .. 279 31.576 
N COE r::; .. !; CAP. nCTCR ,H!Lt~/KWE n.1I:61 :'2.55a 33.706 35 .. 3SC 33.5f4 
r. or 0.3 CAP. rACTOR .!1tlli/KWE 2a.J~6 :'9 .. 299 JC.412 31 .. 977 30 .. 326 
COE 1.2Y.CAP. ceST .MiLLS/I<H ~c • 7 ~6 :'i.8ca 32 .. 9!:.J 3'1',i .. 57b Z2.819 
CaE 1. ·ni UEL C~ST ,P.rLL5/KWE 311.1Gl :!'5.2711 16 .. 635 38 .. 'I'l1f ~G.5C5 
CaE f CO~lTrNC; rNCY=:: I ,K:;:llS/K\l"[ 29.~!:,8 7C .:?t!: ::l.QC/f 3~ ~978 ::'1.2!;12 
C OE rESCALAT"::Of.::rl .Hrll5/K:l[ :'8 .. 39;:; ::'9.992 1:'.1 J1 l~ .6'3'3 11.01'5 
5-85 




1.338 1 .. 231 
8 .. 772 8.631 
9 .. 26t: IC .332 
7.'373 9.C23 
E .271 11.S51 
41.5!j2 44 .. 997 
llt: .. 11£ lOl .. 2f1S 
22.7';B 21.213 
18.268 12 .. Z68 
151.151 If:JC.745 
'3Oo3IE '3.317 
12.C92 11 .. 26(j 
8 .. 2g4 7.S15 
17 .. '131.,1 16.801f 
la.4Se 17 .. B26 
216.728 lc1.766 
E .S!il C .4111 
26.82J 2J.035 
.. 11~ .715 
lq .1'1C ::m.192 
!6.570 12 .249 
13.02'C 2B.B99 
!~ .. 7EC :n .48C 
39.755 34.ns 
311.C1C 29.894 
33 .. 7']5 29.611 
4. '7 
76.42 7~.S9 
4 .. 107 ,. .261f 
1 .. 23r: 1.279 
8.673 7.846 
9.546 'J .611 
8 .. 2")6 8.321 
r.6se ~ .. 6 76. 
H.lf70 36 .. 996 
94.717 9:- .556 
22.J02 22.202 
17.G9C lC. .9m 
114.115 131.6'19 
8 .. 71'9 8.640 
10 .. 129 lC.S36 
1.377 1.250 
15.651 lS.If06 
IG .513 1(;.317 
193.164 lS9.sQa 
£ .1CG 
,ij :~~~ 24 .. 52]" 
.. 7l!". .7Hi 
3'1.11J5 31.174 




JC .Bli!; !C .899 
30 .. 611 :to. 64 8 
.0 
92 .. 74 
If.10 7 












1 .. 6.78 















7 0 1430 
lo330 






22 .. 343 







2C5 .. 29S 
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Table 5.7 
Continuad 
OP::~ :v:LF:: 5A5 TURS!NE SUHMARY PLANT RESULTS 
PARAHETR!C PODH 
~OTAl CAFITAL CC~T .MS 
f' GAS TURBINE COHPIl:LSSOR S::CT,'t$ 
L GA~ TURBINE CO~9 eASKE~S .~S 
A Gil!; TURBI~E TU~3IN: SI:CT:O~.MS 
PI MISe GAS. Tl!RBINE: AUX:L!ARY ,,",5 
T GAS TURBINE G£N~~ATC~ ,~s 
RECUPERATOQ 6 PIPIIIC SYSTE"'.~$ 
R TOT ~AJO~ COMPONENT CDST ,'tS 
E TOT MAJOR COlo!PCNENt COSTtS/KWE 
'i BALMleE OF PLANT COST ,S/KWE 
U SIT( LASCR ,"/lOlL 
l TOTAL DIRECT COST ,ilK WE 
T :: NOI hE CT cos. TS ,S/K ~IE 
PROf a OWNER COST$ ,S/KWE 
o CCNT!~GENCY COST ,!/KWE 
Q ESCALATION ceST ,1;/KW( 
r rNT DURING CCNSTRUC1!Cfi .. S/lHI(: A. TOTAL ::~PITAlIZATION ,'$'KW£ 
ceST CF El£C~CAPITAL,H!lLS/KWE 
D COST OF ElE:C-FUEL ,MItLS/IOle: 
o CCST OF' ElEC-OPB~4:rj,H:aLSIIHIr: 
~ ~ElA~.go~I~:FFi~fgR :~![t~~~Hf 
CCE 0.3 CAP. FAeTCq .H:LLS/KWE 
rOE 1-2XCAf'. erST ,HILLS/KHE 
COE 1.~XFUEL COST ,H1LLi/K\l£ 
COE rccr-.HNG£,NCY=CI ,:-{IllSII01£ 
COE fESCALAT!Ofl:CI ,HILLS/KWE 
PI. QAMrTRlc POINT 
TOTAL CAFl1AL CCST ,~, 
P tjAS TURBIN!:: ;:OHPRJ:SSttR !:tel." $ 
L GAS rUR6IhE coHe BASKeTS ,~, 
A GAS TUR8U:r.: TU~3:::rlt: iECT;;O"l,!'*S 
N "lr.c GAS TURBI~E A~X!L!ARY ,~1 
T GAS TURBH-IE OEN£RATO~ .IU 
RECUPERATCR 8 PIPlNC SYS!C"l.tiS 
q TOT ~AJOR COHPONF.~T COST .~S 
E ror MAJOR COr.PCN(NT CC!il,~/KWC 
~ ~t~tNE~8g~ PLANT C05T :~~~~E 
L TOf41- DIREC! :C51 ,S/KW( 
T !NCl~ECT COST~ .S/"W£ 
!:IRO; B ~WtlER COSTS .5/I<W£ 
o CCNTINGHICY COST ,SlKWE 
P ESCALATr!lN COST .'UKWE 
E INT DURINe CCNSTPUC1!Oti ,$/KW£ 
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION .);/KWE 
!( CO~T CF (lEe-CAPITAL "-!ILLS/Kil( 
o ~OST OF EL~C-FllEL .HILLS/KW( C CCST uF ELrC-OPSHA!N.HILLS/KWE 
n 19~A~.~'~rp~FFf~fgR :~!tt~~~~E 
C:OE [1.9 C",P. FACTOR ,MILLS/KWE 
CaE l_ZXCAP. COST ,~!Ll:/KWE 
cot 1.:,xFUE:L C?ST ,HILl5/KWE 
COE (ClJtlT!NCrNC'I'=r. ,HILlSII01!: 
























































:!C .4e c 
If .138 
5< 










































































































































































































































































39 .. 336 
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Tllble 5.7 
Continued 





~CTAl C~rITAl 'CST ,"'! 
~AS T~R9INE :O~PR[5S3R S[CT,~S 
GAS TUPSlhE CC~6 ~ASKr~s .~1 
GA.!; '!'URSH~: lUR3!N~ -:;::CT!O'l.IU 
!U$C GAS TURBINE' At'X:L:ARY _II .. 
GAS TURe!Nr ~ENERATC~ ,~$ 
RECUPEPATCq 6 Plr::"H' SVST~"'.!''I. 
~ TOT "'~JCR ~O~P~N£NT :~~T ,~L 
~ .• lOT ~AJC" CCI"PCh.CNT CO~T.s/K'oIE 
9ALMlCE Cf" PLANT CO!:T ,$IKOIt 
~ H,t'iLL~¥~~CT ceST :i:~~t 
T HIC!RE: CT COSTS ,$/I\Wr 
C)IlCF' Ii aWtlER :0$15 .i/KW[ 
r CCNTINGE~CY ~O:T ,t/KWt 
~ [SC4LAT;:Ctl CJST .1IK'.:!: 
r I~T CURI~C CCNSTRUCT:C~ .$/K~E 
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION ,HKWE 
K ceST or Et.EC-C .... F'ITAl .H:Ll~/KWE 
'J COST OF [LEe-tUEL .H!LlS/Kn'E 
C COST or nrC-OPSMl!::::N.IHLLS./KWE 
w iOTAl :'5T c~ :LEc .H!lLS/K~E 
r~ cel: C.$ CAF. rACTOIl ,MILL!:/KiiE 
':OE (1.9 C4P. F'AC'!'~R ,MIlL:;/KWE 
rOE 1.2XCAP. ~C~T ,~ILLS/~WE 
COE J.ZXFUCL :05t ,I'!ILLS/KIol( 
COE (CONTINGrNCY=C' ,M!LLS/KWE 
COE 1ESCAUt:::ON,:Cl .HILLS/KVE 
PARA~:TRrc POINT 
'tC '!'Al CHI TAL CC~T ..... s 
P GAS TURBIN~ COHPRE'SS!lR SECT.'IS 
L GAS TURalNE COMB EASK[rs ,~S 
A GAS TURaINE: 'fuR3I~~ :;!:cl!O~tMS 
» ~ISC 3A~ TURaINt AUX:L:ARY ,~t 
T GAS T~RDIN~ GEN~RATOq 1M. 
R[cUPEPt.TCIl 5. P:P:NC sy!.rroJ,~s 
R TOT ~AJaR cOMP'Nr~T CO~T .~$ 
E TCT ~AJOP CCt'PO~ENT CC5:l,'1/IBJE:, 
S 3ALAtlcE CF PLAN; co:;r ,~/t(\i£ 
U SITE LAgeR .1/l(it[ 
L TOTAL OIRrcr cas,. .~/K;l[ 
1 :::NC:::RECT COSTS ,'!/Kllt 
DRcr S CUU!P cOSTS .'/KU~ 
e CCfiT!N:=O.lCY (O'::T ,1.IKWE 
Q fSCALAHCIII COST Ii/KIIE 
E INT ~URINC CONST~UCT:ON ,S/K~[ 
A TOTAL c!,rITALIZATION .'SIKitE 
I< COSi OF ElEC-C.AF'!TAl .HIlL$/lo.l( 
o COST OF ELEC-FUEl .HIlLS/I(~[ 
Cl eCST c~ ElrcRCPH·oI\:,~ .. M!Ll~/KWr 
w rOTJl COST OF EL!: ,M!LL3/XWE 
U COE c .. ! CAP. FACTeR .H!LLS/Kwr 
ceE 0.9 CAP. FACT~R ,H:llSIKWE 
COE 1.neAP. COST ,~!ll£lIqlE 
r:CE l .. ~XfU(L COST .~::'LlS/IO/E 
teE ICCNr:NC~NCY=eJ .H!llS/KW[ 














'3 .c '= ~ 
11 .. 7:; J 
e .. l q!! 
:7.431 
::'8.Ii 9 7 
21l.79C 
2~:~~I 
~ 71 !' 
:').9H 






'?1. o C 
G.416 
1.<:2" 7 .~za 
12.292 

















7. e;: ~ 
16.SSC 
















































22 .. 71J 
19.626-




16. 9G 1 lo.e:::: 
:! cz. 9'3~ 
























































































11 .. 70S 
1'4f.1.IIZ9 
S.C 71 








































31 .r: 16 
34.516 
29.7L!8 





1l .. ~6Z 
10.~Cti 






















92 .. 63 
4.107 






















3'-1 ... 1J15 





1 .. 421 
15.361 
11.216 
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Table 5.1 cpc::~ :vcu: OAS TURBINE 'iUMHARY PL4NT RESULTS 
Continued 
PA:tAl'tETRIC POINT S1 8" SJ .. 85 
TO TAL CArr TAL. COH .. , lCI+a7J lC:" .. 73 lCl.91 IC~.qq lCe .!:!! 
• GAS TURBINE COP.PRCSStlR SECT,"'$, B.3SB 3.929 It.107 Q.26'1 7.fJ JC L GAS TURBINE CCfo!B CASK US .~S 1.J93 1.1fZ I.23!: 1.Z79 1 .. 3:;"[ 
A G A!; rUR9ItU: TUR'l:N:: :;; :':CT!.O~.M S H .916 16.53B 11.817 IB.8Z!J 2C.C60 
" 
H1$:: CAS TUREIN( Al;XIllAR'{ .. , 1C .9Ea 10.2a8 It.S7Il te.7e'r' It.1lB 
T GAS rUl~elNE: GEN:::qHO~ .~ ~ '3. 52::! 3.992 9.256 9.392 9.3'34 
RtCUPCPATCR , PIP:'''':: SY!:Ti:",fo'S 7.91C 13 .l~! !J.771 S.Zr4 a.!:42 
• TOT ~AJOR C~HPONPI':' CO-::iT I~S !ill. 25 7 'S ll.C 1:::; 0;:.755 SJ.66C 57.1175 E TOT MAJeR CC'lFONE'n ·COS1.t/KW( lIZ.SCI 1:'2 .. zn :111 .. 884 114 .. 873 122.831 , 9 Al ANCE OF PLANT :O~T ,'i/I(OIE 2('.43C :!1 .. 1CG '?C.776 2C.6'34 20.62C 
U ~ITt LASCR IS/Kwr 17 .. 4 ac !2.5?4 ID.2CZ 17.992 IB.2r;c 
L TOTAL DIRECT eeST ,1i/KWE 15C.IU.::! 152.697 lC;3.862 153.4'39 161.691 t#<' . T INDIRECT COSTS .S/KUE o .9! 5 g.9£.2 9.283 9.17£ 9.30:' 
PROF a OWNER COST~ ,S/KWE 12.031 13.C32 12.3(19 It.2BC 12.915 
0 CONTINGENCY COST ,!.1I0IE 8 .4C 7 9.CQC 8.565 8.S!:7 !.<.C15 
" 
(SellAnON COST ,S/KWt 1-9.132 19.346 18.3'33 18.qOl 1'3.3';2 
E :tNT OURIM CONSTRUCTION ,$/K Wt 19.<:58 n:~.!;2(, 19.571 19.5'34 2C.5'1~ 
• TOTAL CAPlTAlIZATIO,," ,SlKWE :?H.lSS 2!q.797 ZU .933 221 •• ~6 2'32 .. S4e K COST OF ELEC-CAF'ITAl. .tUllS/KWt C..8E!; 7 .Q~2 ?CIt; 7 .. 0ec 7 .. 3Gl 
" 
:05T OF' £:l C-FUEL .HILlS/KUE 2LJ .. 925 :1.28'3 21.3(;C 21.663 12.601 
C COST OF ElEc-OPt~A~~IMrtLS/KWE .71!:i .71!:i .71$ .. 71~ .. 7lS 
W TOTAL ~CST OF un ,HILLS/Kllt 3Z .. 5C5 ~'3.427 ";!~.ti n 7.2.379 ~c .617 
I. CO, C .. !; CAP. fACTOR .H::::llS/KUE ~1;.689 ?1.778 :'1.321 3'1 .. 6(,3 :>:3.ClC 
CO< O. a CAP. fA:T:lR ,HltLS/KW( 31.132 ~ 7 .. 9q <J U.6'll z7 .. 'H1 2'3.211 
'DE 1.2XCAP. ceST ,MIllS/K"E. 3! .. 8 7 B :r.911 3C.49S 3C.779 32.1A'.3 
~8£ fc6~¥h~ r~ g g c ) ,HItlS/Kllt 37.1.19C :U.684 13.3G4 33.711 :.tS.l '97 ,H:llS/KWt 3~.lBli ::'9.C8: 28.765 2'3 .. 0!:::' :?C.3J? 
COE IESCAlAT!ON=C1 !H:llSIIOIE 31.9all ~8.765 28.462 28. H9 lC.C15 
PARAH::UIC POINT 89 9C 
" 
n 
" TOUl CAPI TAL COST ,~5 l:?C.IIE 127.23 123.S2 122 .. Q,5 )'3 .. '111 
P G4S !UR8INt COHPR!:SSOR S~CT.1' 1I.2GLJ 7.43C 7.9q3 8.'398 11.107 
L GAS TURBINt COHB 6ASKt Ys, .f':'l 1 .. 363 l .. tn~ 1 .. '121 1.393 1.229 
A G~S TuqerN~ TUR:3::::N: sr:CT:O·h~H 18.e53 t 3.617 :w.nc 21.2:"'1':2 B .663 
N MIse GA~ TUReINE ~tJX:lIARY ... 12.6e2 1~.eI1 lZ. HE. lZ.~SC. '3.S:HI 
T G4S rURDHIE. GEN~RATC~ .'> 11.1')3 11.3114 11.<:92 11.110 8.21.15 
RECUPI:P.ATCR , P!r !HG sys"!'r~,fI$ 110.1:6 !3.3r6 5.811<: 8.991 7.!:2q 
R TOT I1AJ~R ::OHPO~E."'T COST .. , Eil.562 GS.92J 63.9711 63.67e J'l.3C7 , TOT "'AJCR CC~PONEN r :OSh!/IHIE ':("(..537 111.8('2 lllS.081 11(".691 99 .. 5 1U 
5 BALANCE CF PLANT CO:;T ,11K:.!£: 19.0S7 18 .. 9Z11 la.9sg 19.087 22.319 
" 
SITt LA90R .$/KWE 17.1f£7- 17.1188 16.7S1 lE.gel 17.919 
L f26i~c~iR~5~T~OST .'S/~IlE 1~::.OSS 143.2l.~ 1411.82(, 146.579 139.619 T ,'lIKW( E .. 9(1(; B.919 B.!i(;l 8.sta 9.("8a 
~Rcr a OWN€R COST~ ,S/K~E 11.4q5 11.857 11.596 11.726 11.174 
e CONT::::IiGENCY COST ,$IKW'E 8.115 B.IIZ1 8.225 8.311 7.682 
• £: SC ALA nON COST ,$/KIlE 17.887 18.571 18.112 18.254 IS .295 E INT OURnG CONSTRUCT!CN ,stKWt 19.0 5~ 19.7e£. 19.295 19.q1lC 17.25! 
A TOTAL C •. 'tTAtIZAT!O" .'i/KWr ZCB.1I62 21S.7G9 210.6C5 212.a7~ 201 .. .1 73 
• COST CF t,.tc-CAP!T.lL .M:U.SIl<W( [ .. 52(' (:.B21 £.65a 6.73C ~.UC , COST OF ~l:::c-rUEL .HIll S/K WE ZC.ZG3 "'C.761 :!:l.!t95 7.2.35,. 23.4% 
0 COS':' OF £L tc -OP&I~ A:N ,I-' !ll!: /;(IIE • 71 ~ .71!: .71!; • 71~ .71 !; 
" 
TeT AL :::;':r or ru:::c ,HIll ~lKwt 1.56:;1 -:'5.2'.37 ':!8.6ca 7.9.a:?9 JC .. 5(j! 
N cor c .. ! CI;P. fACTOP .HrtU/;l~r S.E 7C ?C.t;68 3C .Sge :n .973 3Z.5"S4 
c: OE 0.8 CAP. FACTOR ,11:US/KWE {;.Z1l1 -:&. 93~ 27.SH 28.Q82 '2'9.V13 
CO< 1.2XCAP. C:::ST :~itt~:~~~ £ .FtS6 :9.eE1 ?C.2CC 31.17!: :u.an ':OE. h2XFUt:l COST 1.&21 ~;:> .~fl9 JJ.IG1 34.3C6 1:5.2'39 
COE C CONTl"lC .tN:Y=::::, I~:U.S/l( 'J!: 7.::' 7 :'7.973" ::!8.!:"S2 29.S1C U.27C 
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21.23q: 19.1 J!f 
241 .. 656 211.'317 
1.639 (:.701 Z3.an 2C.281 
.. 715 .715 
3Z.1SS 27.69a 
311 .6e4 2'.3 .83:! 
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8 .. C51 211.219 
10.li4(' 34.183 
7.333 2.·:.178 
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16 .. ,lI7e ~ •• 812 191.0'33 3.5 2 
c: .. 039 453.993 
Zlj.5~9 1~ .. 352 
.11!:. ZI.015 
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5.6 Analysis of OVerall Cost of Electricity 
Using the tabulated capital costs for the recuperated open-
cycle gas turbine systems in conjunction with calculated power plant ef-
ficiencies, and designated values of fuel price, capacity factor, time of 
construction, fixed charge rates, contingency provisions, and escalation 
t'ates, the cost of electricity was computed for each parametric point 
variation. The results of these calculations, summarized for each para-
metric point, are given in Table 5.8. 
In addition, a more detailed examination of the effects of 
selected parameters included: 
• Labor rate 
• Contingency 
• Escalation rate 
• Interest during construction 
• Fuel cost 
• Capacity factor. 
Table 5.9 gives the results of the variation of these parameters on the 
ayeral! cost of electricity for the base case. 
The effect of the basic gas turbine paramerers of compressor 
pressure ratio ana turbine inlet temperature on the cost of electricity 
was.investigated for both simple and recuperated gas turbine plant ar-
rangements. By comparison with uther ECAS energy conversion systems, 
these recuperated gas turbine plants are generRlly well suited for low-
capacity factor operation. It is importa.nt, therefore, to consider in 
addition to compressor pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature the 
effects of capacity factor on the oVtrall cost of electricity. 
In Figure 5.4i the simple cycle cost of electricity variations 
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6 7 9 
.313 .3It .3eo 
.313 .31n .lOO 
.158 .lF7 .151 
59.430 58.549 51.259 
211.37~ Z29.11~ 253.715 6.6az 7.26Z 8.020 
28.313 28.58£ 29.591 
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222'.982 224.452 :;28.272 
7.C~9 7.095 1.216 
~5.179 25.757 26.7QZ 
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Table 5.8 OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE SUMMARY PLANT RES:J!..T S 
Continued 
PARAMETRIC POINT 41 4~ 4Z 44 45 46 47 46 
TBERMOOY~AMIC EFF .399 .. 3 76 .3'E9 .34C .36C .3£5 .. 3E3 .35C 
POWER PLANT EFF' .399 .376 .l?9 .340 .360 .365 .363 .35e OvrRAll ~NERGY tF'F' .1gC .1~O .181 .172- .182 .. lell .IeZ .176 
CAP C05T MILLION $ 99. 979 9Q.C9(l 92.427 91.950 7S .163 76.416 75.SeG Be.e7g 
CAPITAL CQST.S/KUt lSe .. 77e 197.869 198.820 2CS.263 196.536 19:!.164 leS.8lJ.B ZCf .298 
COE C APIT Al 5.999 6.255 6.285 6.489 6.213 6.106 6.002 6.lf-9O 
cet FUEL ::'2.82~ 23".E85 24.6S& 26.C7'1 24.646 24.J23 24.lJ51 25.381 
CaE OP a MAIN .. 715 .715 .. 715 .7l5 .715 .715 .715 .715 
COST OF ELECTRIC 2!l.E:!'7 !r.!;!;7 31.696 33.279 31.576 31.14~ 31.1H '32.586 
F5r T:~E OF CONST :.591 2.533 2.572 2.556 2.436 2.501 .2 .5C5 2.499 
PARAMETR!C POINT 41 50 51 52 51 54 S~ 56 
TH£Rf"(lC'YNA~IC EFF .l3t .396 .392 .!S2 .3S8 .331 .:H9 .3 se 
rOWER PLANT EFF' .3J1 .336 .392 .382 .35S .311 .379 • .3'SC 
OVERALL ENERGY EFF .. 167 .zoe .19S .193 .1SC .167 .191 ... 191 CAP COST MILLION ; 7'3.3'3C 88.688 as .12C 87.626 92.662 8S.796 79.295 ae .01 7 
CAPITAL COST .s/KWt 21C.15E 23,.9fe; 222.542 2.19.93'4 23s.ssa 23E .258 :Ct.154 ~C1.169 
COE CAPITAL S.64'4 7.lG2 7.067 f;.949 7.447 7.4'3"7 5.517 6.359 
cor FUEL ZG.SqS 22.390 22.6Lfl 23.216 24.799 26.799 2:.'.3a7 23.375 
~OE OP • MAIN .715 .715 .7 1 5 .715 .71.5 .715 .7lS • 71'S" CO'ZT OF ELECTRIC ?4.ZC7 3C.466 3C:: ."i~':; 3C.S81 3'2.962 2"4.951 3('.EZC 3C .45e 
EST TIME OF CONST 2.49C 2.434 2.499 ~.504 2.4'38 2.49C 2.489 2.503 
PARAMETRrc POINT 57 59 E9 60 61 62 63 6~ 
THrR~OCYNAHIC EFF .. 3.14 .!55 .332 .:}75 .376 .37C .3!'2 .329 
POWER PLANT £IFF .374 .355 .332 .37'5 .375 .370 .352 .329 
OVER ALL ENERGY EFF .189 .179 .168 .189 .190 .187 .178 .166 CAP COST MILLION $ 79.492 94.49C 82.276 7S.107 18.935 1S.44C 3J.471 81.382 CAPITAL COST,S/KWE 197.7ac Z13.228 216.562 2CG .3C5 2[,1.365 197.Sac ::13. tHi8 217.ellZ CcE CAPITAL . 6.2'3:;- 6.741 6.646 6.522 6.366 6.255 6.148 6.8:;1 
cor FUEL 23'.719 24.974 2t .694 23.6S5 23.605 23.9E6 2!:.21!i 26.954 
ceE OP s MAIN .715 .715 .. 715 .715 • 715 .715 . 0115 .715 
CO~T OF ELECTRIC ?C.6B6 3'Z.43C 34.256 3C .893 3('.686 3r.9ZG 2'2.678 34~53'C EST TrHE OF CONST Z.508 2.502 2.483 2 .. 482 2.1197 2.502 2.1; 96 2.477 
PARAtfETRIC POINT 05 6S 67 69 69 70 71 72 
TBE RHeD YNA ~IC EFl' .395 .'lC4 .409 .412 .tne .4 (:7 .tacc .4C[! 
POwER PLANT EFF • 3~5 .403 .401 .41(! .408 .405 ."00 .400 CVCRALL E~ERGY eFF .192- .203 .2(16 .2D7 .2C6 .2041 .. 2(:2 .202 
CAP COST MILLION • as.8S7 ~n.905 94.557 98.147 99.54e 101.e96 94.637 92.628 CAPITAL COST.S/KWE zr 0. 414 21:7.571 ZC4.!iSB zez .922 198.624 196.261 227.1£5 Z1Q .298 
cot C4P!TAL :). Sse 6.SGZ 6.4S7 6.417 6.279 6.267 7.181 6.77lf 
CCE l'GEl zz .464 2Z. e44 21.777 ~1.6!C 21.14E 21.910 22.183 2Z.2CS CO!: OP 8 MU~ .715 .741 .7q2 .7 tlEi .7q9 .7SC .715 .115 
CO!T CF fLEcTRIC 29. 7G 7 2'1 .. 3'47 26.98b ::.'S.793 :?8.0773 28.921 3['.C79 29.E95 
E~T TIf'!£ OF :ONST :!. '52Q Z.552 Z.572 2.592 2.6'J9 2.617 Z .524 2.5'10 
PARAMETRIC. POINT 71 74 75 75 77 76 79 80 
TH[RMOQY~AM'IC EFF .394 .'377 .3S!i .399 .lJ(l4 .4(,2 .:n:l(! .':!7lJ 
PO~ER PLANT EFF .39lJ .377 .355 .399 .Qell .402 .390 .371J 
tvrRALL EN£R3Y ErF .199 .19C .179 .201 .20LJ .ZCJ .191 .169 
CAP COST ~!LLION $ 92.899 97.225 97.939 1~C.397 103.545 105.063 106.62e 104.646 
CAFI TAL ceST .$/Kj.jE :!11.79C ZZZ.61:'5 :31.167 213.974 21[; .972 209 .1\3~ 2lC .594 21C .285 
CO~ CAPITAL 6.695 7.037 7.3e8 G.764 6.659 6.621 6.657 6.648 cc_ fUEL 2'2.521 23.561 Zq .981 ::!2 .2~C 21.965' 22.C89 22.140 23.731 
COE OP e liAIN .715 .715 .715 .715 .715 .715 .715 .715 
C'OS-T OF .EL.E crR.! C 29.93'1 :3'l.31.tt ?:!' .004 29.729 29.37C 29.'129 :!C'.I13 31.C94 
EST TIME OF :ONST 2. 5'J 6 :?5'14 2.531 2.577 2.597 2.6C7 2.611 2.603 
5··91 
r 




-, Table S.B OpeN CYCLE GAS TURBINE SUHMA~Y PLANT RESULT S 
Continued 
PARAMETRIC POINT 81 g2 -81 8q 95 86 a7 88 
THERHODYNAP!C Err .3.5:6 .lIIT .415 .41e .'l9Z .372 .'129 .44C 
POWER PLANT EFF .356 .Q17 .415 .. 410 .393 .372 .439 .44C 
OVERALL ENERGY Err .18C .210 .Zl.O .2e7 .19B .188 .221 .222 
CAP COST MILLION $ 1efJ.730 103.733 1C1.9.2 1~3.4lf2 10S.95C 110.272 113.619 118.371 
CAPITAL COST.S/Kwt 21.7.155 234.197 221. .933 221.446 ~:3'2.840 241.6S£ 211.971 210.355 
coE C APIT AL 6.855 7.422 7.01.6 7.CCO 7.361 7.6,9 6.701 6.6S0 
CaE fUEL 2q.925 21.289 21.36[; 21.663' 22.601 2! .S:!! ::':C.281 :!(j .111 
COE OP a liAIN .715 .115 .115 .11~ .715 .n.s .. 715 .. 715 
CO~T OF tLECTRIC !2.5C~ :?9.~27 29.C92 29.379 30.671 32 .. 188 27.698 27.r:!£ 
EST TIME OF CaNST 2.589 2.SSC 2.567 2.575 2.575 Z.SS4 ::':.638 2.660 
PARAMETRIC POINT a9 90 91 92 9"3 9q 9~ 96 97 
THERHCDYNAr.:C EFF .lJ38 .4Z7 .413 .39& .378 .361 .000 .000 .DDO 
POWER PLArn ::FF • q.1S .421 .413 .3136 .378 .361 .. q22 .'137 .476 
OVERALL ENERGY "~FF .221 .Z16 .208 .2ee .191 .ZQ? .213 .220 .240 
CAP CoST ;.lILLIO i lZC.J,SS 127.226 123.516 1;:2.Q[JS 19.439 17.799 '13.502 44.026 99.129 
CAPITAL COsr.HKIIE 2CC.[J6Z ZlS.769 ZlC .Ees ~:'2 .879 201.173 191.C33 453 .. 99; 41a:~ij~ fl3l.7BS CCE CAPITAL S.59C 5.87.1 G.Gsa 6.13C 6.360 6.039 1,q..35Z 1.3.650 
COE FUEL 2(.263 2e.761 21.49,5 22.384 2Z.4BG 24.559 21.015 20.306 la.659 
CaE OP B HAIN .715 .7:LS .715 .715 .715 .715 .589 .587 .585 
CO~T OF £LECTR:C 27.E68 28.Z97 28.8G8 Z9.829 31;.5G1 31.:n3 35.957 34.936 32.99" 







Table 5.9 OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE COST OF ELECTRICITY.HILLS/KW.H~ 
PARAHETRIC POINT NO.1 
ACCOUNT RATE, LABOR RATE_ $/HR 
PERCENT 6.00 8.50 10.60 15.00 21.50 
TOTAL OIRGCT COSTS,s • 0 52103033. f.316Z521. 55156491. 56077190. 6239185B • 
INDIRECT COSr,$ 51.D 2031213. 2877552. 359SQ76. 5018033. 7F8S1~. PRDF 8 OWNER COSTS,S 8.0 q,168Zlf3. 4301002. 4412519. q6q6175. 4 9134 • CONTINGENCY COST,S 5.5 2865667. 2956939. 3033607. 3194245. 3'131552. 
~UB TOT~b'. SCALAT N COST,S .0 6.5 61168155. 5946253. e,3898D13. 6211626. 66191052. 6434540. 70995642. 6901598. 78093272. 7591570. 
INTREST ~URING CONST,S 10.0 6296651. 6577663. 6813113. 7306293. B038923. 
TOTAL CA ITALIZATION •• • 0 73fJ11059. 76587302. 79439344. 35205533. 33723764 • 
COST of lLEe-CAPITAL 18.0 5.87694 6.13922 6.35954 6.82115 7.5D:!OS 
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 23.48637 23.48637 23.48637 23.48637 23.48637 
CO$T OF ELEC-OF 8 MAIN .0 .71538 .71538 .7153B .71538 .11538 
TOTAL CO~ OF ELEC .0 30.07869 30.3q.097 30.56129 31.02290 31.10483 
f ACCOUNT RATE, CONTINGENCY, PERCENT PERCENT -5.00 .on 5.50 5.00 20.00 , 
TOTtL DIRECT COSTS.$ • 0 55156491. 55156491. 55156491. 55156491 • 55156491. I , INO RECT COST,.$ 51.0 3588416. 3588476. 3588476. 358Sq76. 3588476. 
PROF a OWNER COSTS,S 8.0 4'112519. 4412519. 4412519. lflf12519. 4412519. 
~ CONTINGENCY COST,! 70.0 -2757825. O. 303·36D7. 2757825. 11031298. SUB TOT~U,$ • 0 60399661. 63157'186. 66191092. &5915310 • 141887Ba· ESCALAT ON coST,S 6.5 58715'16. &139635. 643'1540 .. 6t;07731. 121200 II 
INTREST DURXNG CONST,s 10.0 0217543. 6501433. 6813713. 6785324. 7636995. 
TOT AL CAPITALIZATION ,$ • 0 7248875[. 757geS57. 79439344. 7910836'1 .. 89037787. 
COST OF ELEC-CA?ITAL 18.0 5.80311 6.06901 6.3595,* 6.3331]4 7.1279'1 
COST OF ELEC-fUEL .0 23.48637 23.48631 23.48637 23.48637 23.:118637 
COST Of ELEe-O? 8 MAIN .0 .71538 .71538. .11538 .71538 .71538 
TOTAL COST OF ELE.C .0 30.00485 30.26982 30.56129 30.53479 31.32969 
ACCOUNT RATE, ESCALATION RATE. PERCENT 
PERCENT 5.00 6.50 8.00 10.00 .00 TOTAL DIRECT COSTS,s • 0 55156491 • ~515t;491. 55156491. 55156491. :51564"91. INDIRECT COST_s 51.0 3588416. 35a8q76. 3589476. 3588476. 3588~76. PROF g OWNER COSTS,s 8.0 4412519. 4'112519 0 Qq12519 .. 4412519. 4'112 19. CONTINGENCY COST,S 5.5 3033607. 3033607. 3033607. 3033607. 30336010 
sue TOTAL ,$. .0 66191092 .. c6191(1g2. 6619W92. 66191092 • E6191092. 
ESCALATION COST,s .0 4926716. 6434540. 7956070. 1q0061D4. O. INTREST DURING CONST,$ 10.0 6093681. GB13113. 6934451. 056558 D 6298765. 
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION,$ • 0 17811489. 79439344. 810a1619. 83293754 .. 72489857 • COST OF ELEe-CAPITAL 18.0 6.22922 6.35'35'1 6.49101 6.S6810 5.80319 COST OF ELEe-FUEL .0 2::;.49637 23.q8S37 23.486]7 23.48631 23.49631 COST OF ELEC-CP & MAIN .0 .71538 .71538 .71538 .71538 .71538 
TOTAL COST OF ElEC .0 30 .. 43097 30.56129 30.69276 30.86985 30.00494 
ACCOUNT RATE, . INT DURING CONST,PERCENT 
PERCENT E.OO 8.00 10.00 12.50 15.00 TOTAL DIRECT COSTSv$ • 0 55156'191. £15156491. 55155491. 55156491. 55156491 • INDIRECT COST,$ 51.0 3588476. 3588476. 3588416. 3588416. 3588476. PROF 8 OWNER COSTS,s B.O qq12519. 4412519. 4412519. 4412519. 4412519. " CONTINGENCY COST,$ 5.5 3033601. ,3033607. 3033601. 3033607. 3033607. SUB TOTAll,s • 0 66191092 • :;6191092. 66191092 .. 56191092. 6S191092. ESCALATION CClST,$ 6.5 6434540. £'Q34S4U. 6434540. 6434540. 6434540. INTREST OURING CONST,$ 15.0 4013958. Sq:q1Q39. 6813713. 8535B39. 10265531. 
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION,$ • 0 76£.9'3590 • 73067071. 79439344. 81161471. 82891169. COST OF cLEC-CA?ITAl 18.0 6.1rt021 ').24958 6.35954 6.49740 6.63587 COST OF ELtC-FUEL .0 23.46.£31 23.46£.37 23.48637 23.48637 23.48637 COST of ELEC-O? a HArN .0 .71~J·1 '.71538 .. 71538 .11538 .11538 
































OPEN CYCLE GAS TURBINE COST OF ELECTRICITY,MILLS/KW.H 
PARAMETRIC POINT NO. 1 
ACCOUNT RATE. 
PERCENT 
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS,s • 0 
INDIRECT COSh$ 5~. :! 
PROF a OWNER cosrs,: 8.0 
CONTINGENCY COST" 5.5 
SUB TOTtL,S • 0 ESCALAT ON COST,S 6. r 
INTREST OURXNG CONST,' lD.~; 
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION" • n 
COST Of ELEC-CAPITAL 25.0 
COST Of ELEC-FUEL .0 COST Of £LEC-(JP a MAIN .0 
TOTAL COST of ELEC .0 
ACCOUNT RATE. 
PERCENT 
TOTAL OIRECT COSTS.$ • 0 
INOIREct COST,. 51.0 PROF 8 OWNER costs.s 8.0 
CONTINGENCY COST.$ 5.5 
SUB TOTAL.S • 0 
ESCALA"fI.ON COST ,$" 6.5 
INTREST DURING CaNST,s 10.0 
TOTf- FAPITALIZATION.$ .0 C~S a '!LEC-CAPITAL 18.0 
COST OF ELEC-fUEL .0 
COST OF ELEC-OP a MAIN .0 
TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 
ACCOUNT RATE. 
PERCENT 
TOTAL DIRECt COS1S,s • 0 
INOIRECT COST,S 51.0 
PROF a OWNER COSTS.S B.O 
CONTINGENCY COST,S 5.5 
SU8 TOTAL,S • 0 
ESCALATION COST,s 6.S 
INTREST OURiNG CONST.S 10.0 
TOTAL CAPIT1LIZATION,$ • 0 
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 
COST Of ELEC-fUEL .0 
COST Of ELEC-OP a MAIN .0 
TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 
FIXED CHARGE RATE. PCT 
10.00 14.40 18.00 21.60 ~5.00 55156'191. f5156q~1. 55156491 • 55156491. 5 156491. 
3588476. 3588476. 35884i6. 3588476. ~588~7§. 
"q.12519. 4'112519. 441.25 9. 4'112519. 412 1. • 
3033607. 30336C7. 303361:174 3033607. 3033607. 
66191092 • ;6191092. 66191092. 66191092. E6191092. 
SfJ3q.S4D. 6Q3lfS40. 6434540. 6434540. 643,,540. 
S813713. 6813713. 6813713. 681!713. 6813713. 
79439344. 79439344. 79439344 • 79439~44. 79a~m39 3.53308 5.08763 6.35554 7.S 145 
2~.48631 23.48637 23.48637 23.48637 23.~8637 
.71538 .71538 .71538 .71538 • 1538 
27.73482 29.28938 30.56129 31.83319 33.03444 



























2.6D 4.00 2.08 3.12 
55156491. 55156491. 551564~1. 55156491 • 
358847~. 358847& • 3588476. 3588476. 
4412519. 4412519 .. 4412519. 441251 f• 3033607. 3033607. 3033607. 303360 • 
66191092. 661910~2. 643'15'10. 64345 o. 
66191092. 
E434SQC. 6~~91092 • 34540. 
6813713. 6813713. G913713. 6813713. 
79439344. 79439344. 794393qq. 79q393q4. 
G.35'9Sq 6.35954 6.35954 6.35954 
23.'18637 36.13287 18.78909 28.18364 
.71538 .71538 .715313 .11538 
30.SE129 43.20779 25.86401 35.25856 















50.00 65.00 aD. DC 
55156491. 55156491 e} 55156491. 
3598476. 3588416. 35BBf6. 4~lZ519. 4412519. 4412 19. 
3033607. 3033607. 3033607. 
66191D92. 66191092. 66191092. 
6fJ34540. 6434540. G43lf54D. 
6813713. 6813713. 6813713. 
79439344. 19439344. 79439344 • 
8.26740 6.35954 5.16112 
23.48631 23.48637 23.48637 
.. 840DO .71538 .63000 
32.59311 30.56129 29.293q9 
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Fig. 5. 47 -Effect of turbine inlet temperature and compressor pressure ratio on 
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Fig. 5.48 ,... Effect of turbine inlet temperature and compressor 
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for capacity factors of 12, 45, and 65%. The results show that for all 
capacity factors, the cost of electricity steadily decreases as turbine 
inlet temperature increases. Further, it indicates that higher compres-
sor pressure ratios (above 16) generally give the lowest cost of electri-
city only at th~ highest turbine inlet temperatures investigated. 
Results for similar calculations usiug the recuperated gas tur-
bine cycles are shown in Figure 5.48. These results, all calculated for 
recuperator effectiveness of 0.8 and recuperator pressure drop of 0.03, 
similarly show that the cost of electricity steadily decreases as turbine 
inlet temperature is increased. It should be noted that the optimum 
pressure ratios for this recuperated cycle are generally lower than those 
for the simple cycle. 
Figure 5.49 compares representative results of both the simple 
and recuperated cycle at the various capacity factor levels. At each 
capacity factor identical values of O&M expense were used; and for each 
system, compressor pressure ratios near the optimum for each system were 
selected. The results indicate that for these conditions the simple cycle 
enjoys a cost of electricity advantage at the 12% capacity factor, and 
the recuperated cycle enjoys the advantage at both 45 and 65% capacity 
factor. 
All of the above studies were performed in conjunction with the 
use of conventionally air-cooled turbine blading. Additional aLLention 
was focused on the application of ceramic turbine blading. The results 
of this work are shown in Figure 5.50. Two levels of ceramic blading im-
plementation have been introduced. First, ceramic stationary vanes in 
conjunction with air-cooled rotating blading have been considered; and 
second, both ceramic stationary vanes and rotating blading have been uti-
lized. Each case has been considered at turbine inlet temperatures of 
1478 and 1644°K (2200 and 2500°F). Cost of electricity results plotted 
against compressor pressure ratio indicate an optimum value of pressure 
ratio at 1478°K (2200°F) turbine inlet ·temperature of near 10 to 1. At 
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"'--- Simple Cycle 
- - - - Recuperated Cycle 
~on Effectiveness 0.8 
Pressure Droll·O. Q3 . 
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Turbine Inlet Temperature, OF 
Fig. 5.49 -Effect of turbine inlet temperature on the cost of electricity for simple 
and recuperated gas turbine cycles using equal operating and maintenance costs . 
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Fig. 5.50 -Effect of ceramic blading turbine inlet temperature ,and compressor pressure 
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Fig'. 5.51-Influence of recuperator effectiveness and compressor pressure ratio 
on cost of electricity for a recuperated gas turbine cyCle 
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In nearly all cases the use of both ceramic vanes and blades yields a 
lower calculated cost of elect~icity than does the use of ceramic vanes 
alone. 
The influence of recuperator effectiveness on the cost of elec-
tricity has been investigated for a turbine inlet temperature of 147soK 
(2200 0 Fj used in conjunction with air-cooled vanes and blades. The re-
sults plotted in Figure 5.51 show the cost of electricity versus compres-
sor pressure ratio for three values of capacity factor. It is evident 
that. capacity factor plays a significant role in determining optimum re-
cuperator effectiveness. A closer look at the influence of recuperator 
effectiveness is shown in Figure 5.52. Th1$ curve for 147SoK (22000 F) 
turbine inlet temperature and 10 to 1 compressor pressure ratio shows 
that for a 45% capacity factor operation, the optimum recuperator effec-
tiveness' is 0.S3; and for a 12% capacity factor, the optimum value is 
0.73. 
The use of compressor intercoo1ing in conjunction with recu-
peration has been studied at a turb;ne inlet temperature of 147soK 
(2200 0 F). In this analysis, compre"sor pressure ratio m's varied, and 
.::ecuperato,. effectiveness was held constant at O.S. The results of this 
ca1cu1ation,as compared with the corresponding nonintercoo1ed cycle vari-
ation, are shown on Figure 5.53. The first significant result of this 
comparison is that compressor pressure ratio optimizes at much higher 
values for the intercoo1ed cycle, the optimum being 20 to 1 as compared 
with 10 to 1 for the nonintercoo1ed case. The second important result is 
that optimum cost of electricity is generally lower for the intercoo1ed 
case than for the nonintercoo1ed variation. 
'~atural resource requirements consisting of ' coal requirements 
and land usage have been calculated for e~h parametric point. These re-
• 
su1ts are given in TQ\ble 5.10. The coal usage rates for this tabulation 
are based on initial amounts required prior to coal processing. 
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Recuperator Effectiveness 0.8 
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Fig. 5.53 - Recuperated cycle cost of electricity 
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SOReA~T OR SEE~.LS/KW-iR 
TOTAL ~''''TER. GAL/KI-i-I-iR 
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9.31 25.90 211.96 27.79 3(1.56 30.10 
9.81 9.ta7 !i.Z:!: 8.99 e.eo a .71 
.oc .00 .cc .oc .co .00 
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5.7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.7.1 Conclusious 
'\ 
An analysis of the recuperated open-cycle gas turbine system 
in comparison with the other ECAS Task I power generation concepts indi-
cates that the simple cycle, recuperated cycle, and recuperated cycle 
with intercooling are lowest in cos~ of electricity over a wide range 0' 
intermediate- and low-capacity factors. 
Conclusions regarding identif!riation of optimum configurations 
within the scope of the recu}erated gas turbine cycle can be drawn with 
respect to several criteria. 
It was determined that cost of electricity is a steadily de-
creasing function with progressively higher turbine inlet temperatures. 
This result was found to ,apply to both simple and recuperat"d cycles 
(turbine inlet temperature variations were not studied with~he inter-
cooled recuperated cycle). Further, up to the maximum turbine i~let tem-
peratur~s studied, 1644DK (2500 DF), M minima in the cost of electricity 
versus turbine inlet temperature curves were found. 
!=)elect1on of compressor pressure rat;]J for a minimum cost of 
electricity is a function of several variables, the principal ones of 
which are turbine inlet t~~per~ture, cycle configuration and capacity 
factor. For the simple cycle at 12% capacity factor, optimum pressure 
ratios for turbine inlet temperatures 1478 to 1644DK (2200 to 2500 DF) lie 
in the range of 12 to 16 to 1. For the nonintercooled recuperated-cycle 
configuration at a l478 DK (2200 DF) turbine inlet temperature and 45% 
capacity factor the optimum compressor pressure ratio is approximately 10 
to 1, while at l644DK (2500D F) and" the same capacity factor the optimum 
is 12 to 1. The recuperated cycle with compressor intercoolin~ has 
markedly higher optimum compressor pressure ratios. At a turbine inlet 
temperature of l478 DK (2200DF), it was determined that the optimum com-
pressor pressure ratio is 20 to 1. 
Of the recuperator parameters studied, recuperator effective-
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-' selection of recuperator-~~tiv~ess for minimum cost of electricity is 
strongly influenced by po,~er generation capacity_~tor, as discussed in 
Section 5.6. It is concluded '~hat since the recuperated cycle is ideally 
suited for intermediate duty, the optimum recuperator effectiveness iden~-·-_. ___ 
tified for 45% capacity factor (recuperator effectiveness 0.83) should be ---....... ""J 
used for further conceptual design and development assessment work. 
Related studies have shown the last-row turbine blade to be a 
key limiting item in higher-temperature design considerations. Due to 
the relatively low optimum compressor pre"sure ratio of the noninter-
cooled recuperated cycle and the corresponding higher exhaust tempera-
tures, the potential problem is especially important. Although not 
explicitly determined in this study, it has been tentatively concluded 
that uncooled last-row turbine blades of "onventional materials would not 
have sufficient strength and life for ope,ation at higher temperature 
conditions than l478°K (2200°F) at a lO-to-l compressor pressure ratio. 
Higher temperature recuperated-cycle operation with the size of units 
under consideration ,;ill in all likelihood require a breakthrough in ma-
terials development. such as fiber-reinforced composite blading materials. 
The performance and cost results for the intercoo1ed option are 
most encouraging. Relatively little optimization of parameters waS per-
formed, however (turbine inlet temperature variations were not considered; 
the effect. of water condensation in the compressor was not considered; 
and a complete turbomachine cross-sectional arrangement drawing was not 
prepared) • Further "ork in defining more completely the conceptual plant 
layout would be most useful. 
5.7.2 Recommendations 
In order to realize the potential benefits of the recuperated 
open gas turbine cycle and its associated variations, development work 
must proceed in the following areas: 
• A tension-braze plate-fin recuperator capable of low-
capacity factor cyclic operation with low maintenance 
5-108 
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requirements at turbine exhaust temperatures to 922DK 
(1200DF) is not currently commercially available. 
Development of such a unit will be required. 
• Turbine blade atr-coo1!ng ~echniques, capable of con-
tinuous operation to at least 1644DK (2500DF) or 
higher must be developed to achieve maximum benefit 
with the recuperated cycle. 
• Material developments in the areas of turbine blading 
and combustion section components will be required to 
realize the benefits that accrue from minimizing the 
expenditure of cooling air. Recommended areas for 
development include the application of ceramics to 
turbine blading and combustion section components. 
• It is recommended that composite fiber reinforced 
turbine blade development be initiated for eventual 
application in last-row turbine blade designs. 
• Preparation of a more complete conceptual design 
study of a recuperated, intercooled gas turbine power 
plant is recommended. To be included in such a study 
would be a detailed engine cross-sectional design, 
selected thermodynamic parameter variation, and con-
sideration of specific operational details such as 
compressor condensation. 
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